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FÖRORD
Detta häfte innehåller sammanfattningar av de posters som visas vid 2019 års Science and
Technology Day på institutionerna för Kemi och kemiteknik samt Biologi och bioteknik vid
Chalmers tekniska högskola, och Kemi och molekylärbiologi vid Göteborgs Universitet.
Posterutställningen har blivit en etablerad och uppskattad tradition med många
deltagare. Målsättningen är att levandegöra den verksamhet som bedrivs vid institutionerna och
presentera den för forskare, doktorander samt industrirepresentanter. Detta är ett unikt tillfälle
att belysa den vision, vetenskapliga kompetenser och experimentella utrustning som finns
inom de olika ämnesområdena, styrkeområdessatsningarna samt vid kompetenscentra.
Dessutom kommer de öppna infrastrukturenheterna att presentera sina verksamheter.
Postrarna kommer att visas i foajén i Kemihuset på Chalmers, från onsdagen den 8 maj
till och med fredagen den 10 maj. Kl. 14-16 på torsdagen den 9 maj kommer deltagarna att
finnas tillgängliga för att presentera sina arbeten och svara på frågor. Under första timmen, Kl.
14-15, kommer postrar med ojämna nummer presenteras och under den andra timmen, kl. 1516, kommer följaktligen postrar med jämna nummer presenteras. Institutionerna bjuder då på
tilltugg och dryck. En jury kommer att bedöma postrarna med avseende på innehåll och design.
Priser till de vinnande bidragen kommer att delas ut vid en liten ceremoni i samband med
vårfesten senare under dagen den 9 maj.
Science and Technology Day bjuder på ett utmärkt tillfälle att öka gemenskapen mellan
alla de grupper som sysslar med kemi, kemiteknik, biologi och bioteknik inom Chalmers och
GU. Vi är övertygande om att årets posterutställning kommer att utgöra ett ypperligt tillfälle
för trevlig samvaro och för en livlig diskussion kring vår verksamhet!
Ett stort tack går till alla som presenterar sina arbeten, samt till övriga inblandade i
juryn, kansliet och vaktmästeriet för deras insatser under denna dag.
Hjärtligt välkommen!
Göteborg, maj 2019
Carl Johan Wallentin, Tiina Nypelö och Aleksej Zelezniak
Leif Åhman, Prefekt
Stefan Hohmann, Prefekt
Christer Larsson, Pro-Prefekt
Markus Tamas, Prefekt

FOREWORD
This booklet contains abstracts of the posters that will be presented during the 2019 Science
and Technology Day at the departments of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering as well as
Biology and Biological Engineering at Chalmers University of Technology and Chemistry and
Molecular Biology at the University of Gothenburg.
The poster exhibition has become an established and appreciated tradition with many
participants. The aim is to visualize the work that is being done at the departments and to
present it to other scientists, students, and industry representatives. This is a unique opportunity
to highlight the vision, scientific competence and experimental equipment within the various
research areas, areas of advance and the competence centers. In addition, the research
infrastructures associated with the different departments will be represented at the poster
exhibition.
The posters will be on display in the main entrance of the Chemistry building, Chalmers,
from Wednesday, May 8th until Friday, May 10th, 2019. Between 14.00 and 16.00 on
Thursday May 9th the participants will present their posters and will be available for
discussions of their work. Posters with odd numbers will be presented between 14.00 and 15.00.
Posters with even numbers will be presented between 15.00 and 16.00. During this time, the
departments will serve some refreshments and snacks. A jury will assess the posters in terms of
content and design. Prizes to the winning contributions will be awarded during a ceremony,
which takes place in the evening during spring party on May 9th.
The Science and Technology Day provide a great opportunity for strengthening the
research community at Chalmers and GU within chemistry, chemical engineering and
biotechnology. We are convinced that this year’s poster exhibition will provide an opportunity
not only for lively discussions about our research activities, but also for a pleasant meeting
between colleagues and students.
We would like to thank all the people presenting their work, and all others involved in
making this day a successful event.
Welcome!
Gothenburg, May 2019
Carl Johan Wallentin, Tiina Nypelö och Aleksej Zelezniak
Leif Åhman, Head of Department
Stefan Hohmann, Head of Department
Christer Larsson, Deputy Head of Deparment
Markus Tamas, Head of Department
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Molecular Biology

Probing the role of copper chaperone Atox1 in breast cancer
migration.
Stéphanie Blockhuysa and Pernilla Wittung-Stafshedea
a

Chemical Biology Div., Biology and Biological Engineering Dept., Chalmers
University of Technology, Gothenburg
Email: steblo@chalmers.se

Introduction: Breast cancer progression is associated with increased copper (Cu)
levels in the patient´s serum and cancer tissue. Cu is known to be essential for at
least three hallmarks of cancer; proliferative immortality, angiogenesis and
metastasis. However, it is unclear which Cu-binding proteins are involved in these
processes and how they obtain Cu. Earlier, we found that the Cu-chaperone antioxidant protein 1 (Atox1) is upregulated in breast cancer, and that Atox1
accumulates at the lamellipodia borders of migratory breast cancer cells,
suggesting a new role of Atox1 in breast cancer cell migration.
Methods and results: To establish the role of Atox1 in breast cancer cell
migration, we mainly work with the MDA-MB-231 metastatic breast cancer cell
line. Using 2D video microscopy and cell tracking analysis, we observed that
Atox1 silencing reduces the migration speed and Euclidean distance of the breast
cancer cells, and that Cu treatment enhances the Euclidean distance of cells with
silenced Atox1 expression. Immunofluorescent stainings indicate the expression
of Atox1, ATP7A, IQGAP1, Rac1 and LOXPP at the lamellipodia borders, and
the proximity ligation assays suggest in situ interactions of Atox1 with ATP7A,
IQGAP1, Rac1 and LOXPP.
Conclusions: Our study suggests new molecular mechanisms related to the role
of Atox1 in breast cancer cell migration, which in extension may result in
improved diagnosis and treatments for metastatic breast cancer patients.

Atox1 DAPI
Figure. Figure legend.

Atox1 at the lamellipodium border of metastatic
MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells, suggesting that
Atox1 has a new role in cancer cell migration.
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Molecular Biology

Exploring clathrin-independent uptake paths of Aβ(1-42)
Emelie Weséna, Richard Lundmarkb, Elin K. Esbjörnera
a

Dep. of Biology and Biological Engineering, Chalmers University of Technology
b
Dep. of Integrative Medical Biology, Umeå University
Email: emelin@chalmers.se

Aggregation of the 42 residue amyloid-β peptide (Aβ(1-42)) into extracellular
deposits in the brain is a pathological hallmark of Alzheimer's disease (AD).
However, the extracellular deposition is generally preceded by a build-up of
intraneuronal Aβ(1-42) and concomitant morphological aberrations to the
endolysosomal system. The aim of our work is therefore to map these events to
gain mechanistic insight into the early stages of AD-related neurodegeneration.
We have previously shown that Aβ(1-42) is constitutively internalised into
cultured SH-SY5Y cells via endocytosis and explored how different endocytic
mechanisms contribute to Aβ(1-42) uptake; uptake is insensitive to perturbation
of clathrin- and dynamin-dependent endocytosis, whereas perturbation of actin
polymerisation and macropinocytosis reduce uptake significantly1. We have also
shown that cell surface proteoglycans are of high importance for Aβ(1-42)
endocytosis, possibly by involvement of proteoglycan-mediated peptide
aggregation2. Building on these observations, we are now exploring in greater
molecular detail the clathrin independent uptake paths of Aβ(1-42), utilizing flow
cytometry and confocal microscopy in combination with genetic manipulation
approaches (mainly overexpression). Preliminary results show that Aβ(1-42) is
independent of CLIC key player Graf1, but sensitive to perturbation of Cdc42 and
RhoA GTPases. Furthermore, using isotonic/hypotonic treatments we have
modulated membrane tension in a human cell model, demonstrating that Aβ(142) uptake is sensitive to such effects. Altogether, this work contributes new
mechanistic insights into Aβ(1-42) endocytosis, which is a first crucial step
towards the intraneuronal build-up that appear in AD.
References.
1. Scientific Reports, doi: 10.1038/s41598-017-02227-9 (2017)
2. BBA Biomembranes, doi: 10.1016/j.bbamem.2018.08.010 (2018)
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Multiphoton Microscopy: A Tool for Non-Invasive Monitoring of
Epidermal Differentiation in vitro
Monika Malaka, Julie Granthama and Marica B. Ericsona
a

Department of Chemistry and Molecular Biology, University of Gothenburg, Sweden
Email: monika.malak@gu.se

Developments in the field of tissue engineering enable to assess the safety of novel
formulations on in vitro skin models. Today, the characterization of the models is
done through histopathological staining, a time-consuming and damaging
analysis. Multiphoton microscopy (MPM) was previously implemented as a tool
for non-invasive imaging of human skin in vivo 1. Applying MPM in the in vitro
environment could enable not only a non-invasive insight into the structure and
morphology, but as well a non-invasive tool for monitoring the process of
epidermal differentiation.
Human epidermal neonatal keratinocytes were cultured at the air-liquid interface
into 3D epidermal structure using medium supplemented with varying Ca2+
concentration in the range of 0.0 – 3.0 mM. Over 100-fold increase in the
expression of KRT1/KRT10 in 3.0 mM Ca2+ confirmed that cells had entered
differentiation. MPM was performed on the different in vitro models using a Carl
Zeiss LSM 710 NLO microscope, equipped with spectral emission detector. In
addition to morphological differences between the tissue cultures using different
Ca2+ concentrations, spectral differences were observed between the cell layers.
The results from this study imply that MPM can potentially be applied to track
differentiation, both with respect to the morphology as well as the spectral
changes. The correlation between the spectral signature and biological and
metabolic state of the cells will be further analyzed, and the culturing protocol
optimized to study differentiation over time. Ultimately, the developed approach
will pave the way for MPM applications in the context of tissue engineering.
References.
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Drugs used for cancer treatment are often associated with severe side effects and
it is therefore desirable to keep the doses low, without losing treatment effect.
Until now drug dose prescription for cancer patients is most commonly based on
height and weight of the patient, although the response to a particular drug can
differ between patients depending on age, genetics, metabolism, diet,
pharmacokinetics, defective DNA repair machinery, etc. Henceforth, we are
developing an assay that takes the above-mentioned variables into account and
reports the individual response towards chemotherapeutic drug etoposide.
Etoposide acts by inducing single- and double-strand breaks (SSBs and DSBs,
respectively) on DNA to kill the cancerous cells. Through the assay we are
quantifying lesions formed due to etoposide exposure on the peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from blood samples. The action of lesion repairing
enzymes, which are important constituents of base excision repair pathway
(BER), generates SSBs and fluorescent labelling of SSBs, using fluorescent
nucleotides along with DNA polymerase I, can be used to report the etoposide
induced lesions. In our assay, PBMCs that has been exposed to etoposide are
treated with an enzymatic cocktail, followed by labelling of the SSBs, and
subsequently the number of fluorescently labelled spots on the DNA backbone is
visualized, using single-molecule imaging, and quantified. In our results
endonuclease III and endonuclease VIII, enzymes that form core of BER acting
specifically on the etoposide-induced DNA lesions leading to SSB generation,
showed high effectiveness. Moreover, we found that the individual level of basal
oxidative pyrimidine lesions was varying in different patients, as seen in
etoposide-untreated samples. Our assay also showed differences in the number of
DNA lesions formed on PBMCs due to increasing dose of etoposide, indicating
the varying response of different patients to the same drug. Therefore, the assay
has potential to be clinically relevant in the future, in deciding the drug dose for
cancer patients.
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Self-assembly of the 140-residue presynaptic and intrinsically disordered protein
α-synuclein (α-syn) into amyloid fibrils is a major pathological hallmark of
Parkinson’s disease (PD), a neurodegenerative disease in which dopaminergic
neurons are progressively degenerated (1). The physico-chemical determinants of
this process, and how these can be modulated is of strong importance in the
development of agents that can inhibit their formation.
In this project, we have investigated how graphene nanoparticles can interact with
the aggregation process in α-syn fibrillation. We have used two materials,
graphene oxide sheets (GO), and graphene quantum dots (GQD). We use
thioflavin-T fluorescence, CD spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy, dynamic
light scattering, and kinetic modelling to investigate how these materials interact
with the aggregation of α-syn.
We find that both particles inhibit α-syn aggregation, GO more so than GQD.
Collectively, our results point to that the inhibitory efficacy of GO and GQD is
related to their capacity to adsorb different α-syn species on their surfaces and in
an aggregation-inert state. GO selectively inhibits the nucleation of amyloid
aggregate nuclei from soluble monomers, possibly by binding of the α-syn
monomer. GQD on the other hand, inhibits the secondary processes that form
new nuclei from existing fibril surfaces. Our results may contribute valuable
information to fundamentally understand the nature of the interactions between
these graphene-based nanoparticles of and α-syn that may inspire future
explorations into their putative potential in therapeutic applications.
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Antibiotic resistance causes 25 000 deaths every year and is an increasing threat
towards medicine as we know it today. Transfer of plasmids (mobile DNA)
between bacterial cells through conjugation is a major contributor to the spread of
antibiotic resistance. A larger understanding of the mechanisms behind this
process and how to possibly hinder it could help to quench the development
observed around the world. In this study mutants that have been shown to have
impaired ability to directly transfer DNA were analysed using a J105 - 3D
Chemical Imager. The sub-set of mutants selected for SIMS analysis possess
mutations that are expected to influence lipid and protein composition in the
cellular envelope of the bacteria and are thus ideally targets for surface sensitive
MS analysis. The J105 (Ionoptika Ltd, UK) is an unconventional time-of-flight
secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) instrument specifically developed
for analysis of organic materials [1]. A 40 keV CO2 gas cluster ion beam (GCIB)
is coupled to the J105 enabling imaging as well as depth profiling of native,
underivatised biological samples and detection of intact lipids and other higher
mass species [2]. Using the J105 coupled to a GCIB allowed surface analysis and
depth profiling of the outer membrane of mutated E. coli and lipid composition
changes in the membrane due to the mutations could be studied. The ToF-SIMS
results from this study show extensive lipid changes in the mutated bacterial cell
membranes. Changes in elongation and cyclopropanation of unsaturated fatty
acids was observed in the surface analysis along with differences in the production
of cardiolipins. Such effects can influence membrane fluidity and protein
incorporation and also the functional properties of pili used to initiate conjugation.
Lipid structure can also influence the fusion pore formation required for plasmid
transfer during conjugation. Depth profiles of the mutated bacterial cell
membranes provided new information by revealing lipid changes that were not
observable in surface analyses.
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Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is an incurable, strongly debilitating, rapidly
progressing, and lethal degenerative disorder that affects motor neurons and
voluntary muscle control. A common neuropathological characteristic of ALS is
the deposition of the TAR-DNA binding protein (TDP-43) as aggregates in the
cytosol, which is found in 97% of patients, in addition to its clearance from the
nucleus. Common approaches to study this disease rely on cellular models in
which the nuclear localization signal of TDP-43 is mutated, leading to its
accumulation in the cytoplasm, or in which modulation of autophagy, stress
granules formation and protein turnover is used to trigger and then mimic the
pathological progression and formation of protein aggregates1.We established, by
knocking in a fluorophore-PuroR cassette through homology directed repair
(HDR)2, an endogenously GFP-tagged TDP-43 cell line. Preliminary analysis of
the CRISPR-edited SH-SY5Y cell line showed an unexpected but significant
basal level of cell-to-cell TDP-43:GFP transmission, which is being further
studied to assess its role in ALS onset and spreading. This transmission can be
enhanced by transiently overexpressing a clinically relevant c-terminal fragment
of TDP-43 in recipient “healthy” SH-SY5Y cells, when these are co-cultured with
TDP-43:GFP cells.

Figure. A) SH-SY5Y cells with cytoplasmic accumulation of TDP-43:GFP. B) Final stage of nuclear
clearance of TDP-43:GFP, now exclusively present in liquid-phase-separated cytoplasmic vesicles. C)
Example of cell-to-cell transfer of TDP-43:GFP into an mRFP1-labelled mock SH-SY5Y cells.
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The Nordic project “Extracting Novel Values from Aqueous Seafood Side Streams
–NoVAqua” has aimed at adding value to seafood process waters through multiple
applications within e.g. food and feed production. The project has been a
collaboration among academia and industry. A comprehensive mapping of
nutrients in waters emerging from shrimp, mussel and herring processing revealed
that composition varied due e.g. to season and seafood incubation time. Overall,
we found up to 4% protein, 10% total amino acids and 1% lipids in the waters
along with interesting flavour molecules, and, in shrimp process waters, the
pigment/antioxidant astaxanthin. Yearly losses of proteins and lipids for
individual seafood companies due to process water wasting were hereby
estimated, revealing e.g. that ~4 and 20% of total incoming proteins were lost at
a primary and secondary herring processor, respectively. (~100 ton protein lost
at both primary and secondary herring processor annually.) A promising two-step
procedure for isolating a protein- and lipid-enriched biomass from shrimp and
herring process waters has subsequently been developed allowing recovery of up
to 98% protein and 99% lipids. Dried biomasses recovered from selected shrimp
and herring process waters were included in a feed trial with Atlantic salmon.
Replacing vegetable and/or fish meal with these biomasses (inclusion rates: 210%) did not affect growth, feed intake or feed conversions ratio. Even when the
fish meal was completely replaced by dried shrimp biomass, no hampering effects
were seen on fish growth or intestinal health. The soluble phase remaining after
biomass separation was used as glazing media to protect frozen fish against
rancidity, and was slightly more protective than water glaze, which is
commercially used. The soluble phase was also used as a nutrient-rich media for
microalgae cultivation, with two species growing particularly well and the
microalgae evaluated as a source of proteins and pigments.
NoVAqua has thus shown three potential routes to the market for seafood process
waters. Such value-adding of an untapped aquatic biomass resource paves the way
for a more circular economy; and a sustainable blue growth.
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At present, diagnostics based on fluorescence imaging of biological samples is
generally not well suited for remote and resource limited settings. We here present
a cost-efficient, compact and lightweight smartphone-based fluorescence
microscope capable of acquiring images of individual bacterial cells [1]. We show
how we can selectively target and image pathogenic bacteria in complex samples
via an optimized peptide nucleic acid (PNA) fluorescent in situ hybridization
(FISH) assay. We compare our setup with a conventional benchtop fluorescence
microscope, demonstrating that the limit of detection is at least as good when
using the smartphone-based fluorescence microscope. Moreover, we demonstrate
how pathogenic cronobacter bacteria can rapidly be detected in spiked powdered
infant formula (PIF) with initial bacterial concentrations as low as 1 colony
forming unit (CFU) per 3 g of PIF sample. There is no need for additional data
analysis since the bacteria are directly visible on the smartphone screen. We
foresee that the smartphone-based microscope in combination with the PNAFISH based assay could be adapted for identifying pathogenic bacteria in clinical
samples. Furthermore, the smartphone-based microscope itself can potentially be
used in a variety of other fluorescence based diagnostic assays.
References.
[1] Müller V, Sousa M, Koydemir H, Veli M, Tseng D, Cerqueira L, et al. Identification of pathogenic
bacteria in complex samples using a smartphone based fluorescence microscope. RSC Advances
2018;8:36493-36502.
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Digested berry phytochemicals increase survival during oxidative
stress in the model organism Saccharomyces cerevisiae
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Anthocyanins are plant pigments found especially in berry fruits. These pigments
have been associated with prevention of many diseases in humans1. However, it
remains unclear how anthocyanins exert health benefits. The yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae is a unicellular organism, with many homologous
genes and processes conserved also in humans, and hence a useful model for e.g.
human diseases studies. The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of
digested and non-digested anthocyanin extracts from different berry fruits, as well
as other common phenolic metabolites, on yeast cells under oxidative stress. The
berry extracts were in vitro digested to mimic human gastrointestinal digestion,
and compared with undigested extracts. The yeast strain SKQ2n 2 was cultured in
media with and without anthocyanin extracts until an optical density of 6 and
subsequently treated with 0.6M H2O2 to induce oxidative stress (Fig. 1). The
results show that digested anthocyanin extracts were able to increase survival
during harsh oxidative stress, and that the effect was not due to direct chemical
neutralization of H2O2 by the berry phenolics. In contrast, the data strongly
suggest a biological effect induced by digested anthocyanins on the ability of
yeast to survive during oxidative stress. The mechanisms may e.g. be induced
expression of stress defence proteins. This, however, must be confirmed.

Figure 1. Schematic overview of the method.
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Ensilaging - preservation under acidic conditions, is an environment-friendly and
cost-effective process option to valorize underutilized fish processing by-products
to potential food/feed ingredients. However, to date, very little is known about
chemical/biochemical reactions taking place during ensilaging. The aim of this
study was to understand the behavior of lipid oxidation during ensilaging of
herring (Clupea harengus) by-products under various process settings.
Ensilaging for 0–7 days at temperatures between 7–47°C, revealed an increasing
2-thiobarbituric acid reactive substances (TBARS) development rate up to 22°C
followed by a decreasing trend. Investigation of specific aldehydes e.g.
malondialdehyde (MDA) and its hydrolysis product acetaldehyde revealed that
MDA did not accumulate at 47°C, rather it underwent hydrolytic cleavage giving
rise to the formation of acetaldehyde. In addition, there was a pronounced
formation of saturated aldehydes (e.g. pentanal and hexanal) and non-enzymatic
browning reactions products (e.g. 2-pentylfuran and phenylacetaldehyde) at 47°C,
compared to 7°C and 22°C. The pronounced formation of 2-pentylfuran and
phenylacetaldehyde at 47°C indicates that the interaction between lipid oxidationderived aldehydes (including MDA) with proteins/peptides/amino acids is higher
at elevated temperatures. Also, the endogenous α-tocopherol content decreased at
a faster rate at 47°C and 22°C compared to at 7°C, pointing at the higher degree
of oxidation at, and above, ambient temperatures; but with another profile of
oxidation products forming as a result of different reaction routes taking place.
This, in turn, dictates that TBARS should be accompanied by other markers when
monitoring lipid oxidation in silage produced at ambient or higher temperatures.
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In Tanzania banana juice is traditionally processed under very basic conditions
characterized by low efficiency and poor hygiene. Introduction of mechanical
pressing has created opportunities for upgrading banana juice production, but
more knowledge is needed about critical factors for juice release and about
optimizing extraction for higher yield and quality. This study sought to identify
and optimize important factors associated with juice release. This was done using
an experimental design (Box-Behnken design of Response Surface Methodology)
involving three levels of three independent variables: blending speed (1000-3500
rpm), extraction time (30-240 s), and stage of ripeness (3-7). A second-order
polynomial equation was created to describe the relationship between dependent
and independent variables. The results showed that juice yield increased with
blending speed, extraction time, and stage of ripeness, whereas the quadratic
(squared) effect of these factors was a significant decrease in juice yield. Optimum
juice yield was obtained at blending speed 2650 rpm, extraction time 162 s, and
ripeness stage 5. Analysis of variance showed that stage of ripeness significantly
(p≤0.0001) affected juice yield. This novel information on the underlying factors
in banana juice extraction and on optimization of the process can be used to
improve mechanical extraction of low-viscosity, clear banana juice and achieve
scaling-up of banana juice processing.
KEYWORDS: banana juice, mechanical juice extraction, optimization, response
surface methodology
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Condiments like bouillon cubes have been proposed as a vehicle for food
fortification to address iron deficiency1, but the challenge is to identify a productcompatible fortificant which is high in bioavailable iron2. Phytate, an iron
absorption inhibitor, may abrogate reactivity of exogenous iron to the food matrix
because of its chelating and anti-oxidant properties when complexed with iron3.
Further use of protein hydrolyzate may improve iron bioavailability4 from such a
complex. Development and efficacy for the use of novel iron-phytic acid (Fe-PA)
complexes for bouillon fortification was investigated in a series of two studies.
The present study (I) describes development and characterization (morphology,
color stability, solubility and cellular iron bioaccessibility) of the four compounds
resulting from stabilization of Fe-PA complex with either plant protein
hydrolyzates (PPH) or amino acids (AA). Significantly lower negative sensorial
impact (discoloration) in the fortified bouillon formulations and improved
solubility of the compounds at the intestinal pH as compared to ferrous sulfate
(p<0.05) was observed. Iron from bouillons fortified with the Fe-PA-PPH
compounds was 50-66% as bioaccessible as FeSO4 in the Caco-2/HePG2 model.
The most promising, iron-phytic acid-hydrolyzed corn protein compound was
submitted to investigations in humans (study II) because of high bioaccessibility,
less cost and lower risk of allergenicity.
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Childhood allergy is one of the most common diseases among young children, yet
all factors that affect development of allergy remain unclear. In a small cohort of
40 children living either on farms or in the same rural area of Sweden, we have
previously found that umbilical cord concentrations of unsaturated fatty acid
concentrations reflect increased risk for development of childhood allergy
suggesting that maternal factors, including diet, affect allergy risk in utero. In a
further study in the same cohort, we aimed to discover if other metabolic factors
may be related to development of childhood allergy. 44 available umbilical cord
blood plasma samples were analysed using gas chromatography mass
spectrometry-based metabolomics, and differences between allergic and nonallergic children at ages 18 months, 36 months and 9 years were analysed using
multivariate and univariate statistical modelling. Correlation analysis was used
to determine if other measured variables could explain relationships between
umbilical cord metabolites and allergy. A total of 25 metabolites were found to
differ between allergic and non-allergic children at least one of the three
timepoints measured, though of the 14 metabolites that were related to allergy
development at 9 years, only two were related to earlier allergy development,
suggesting that metabolic factors at birth related to early and late development of
allergy differ. A secondary bile acid, ursodeoxycholic acid was related to early
development of childhood allergy, supporting earlier work on a relationship
between dietary fatty acids and allergy development. Being brought up on a farm
explained many of the differences observed at 18 months, but did not attenuate
observed differences between allergic and non-allergic children at 9 years of age.
On investigating other factors related to allergy development, there were also
metabolic differences in umbilical cord blood between children born via vaginal
birth or caesarean section. This small study suggests factors that predict childhood
allergy at different ages differ, and that metabolomics can be a useful tool to
discover potential metabolites that could explain factors that determine the
development of childhood allergy. Further studies are required in larger
populations to confirm the findings.
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The quality of biobanked blood samples is of great importance for reliable and
accurate determination of metabolites. Pre-analytical handling is one of the most
important factors for sample quality. We used untargeted LC-MS metabolomics
to evaluate the influence of pre-analytical management on 471 plasma samples
from 28 individuals. Random forest modelling accurately predicted pre-centrifuge
temperature (classification rate 81%) and time (Q2 = 0.82) as key factors for preanalytical sample quality. Fasting status, however, did not affect the metabolome
reproducibly among individuals. Thirteen and eight metabolites were selected in
metabolite panels for highly accurate prediction of temperature and time,
respectively. Several metabolites responding to temperature/time interaction in
linear regression showed significant difference from 30 to 120 min at 25 or 37 °C
compared to 4 °C, whereas temperature could not be accurately predicted at <30
min. Moreover, the changes in plasma metabolome were modelled per cluster at
each temperature and pronounced at 4 °C because intensity of lipids-like and
organic acids features dramatically declined from 0 until 100 min. Furthermore,
only minor to moderate (0 to 25%) correction of data quality could be achieved
by normalizing feature data to 0 min based on metadata on time, indicating that
the induced variability to a large degree is non-systematic. We conclude that the
metabolite profile changes rapidly with pre-centrifugation delay times even at 4
°C. Handling of blood samples from needle to freezer should be completed as
soon as possible, preferably at 25 °C with pre-centrifugation delays less than 30
min.
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The aggregation process of α-synuclein into amyloids is thought to be the main
reason for neuronal cell loss in Parkinson’s disease (PD). No cure for the disease
currently exists and symptoms can only be treated short term; therefore a better
understanding of what causes or prevents PD is needed. Fish is considered to be
beneficial against several age-related diseases, e.g cardiovascular disease,
dementia and Alzheimer’s disease. The protective effects are popularly ascribed
to omega-3 fatty acids, but direct evidence against neurodegenerative disease is
lacking, opening up the possibility of protective effects by alternative fish
components. The most common allergen in fish, the highly abundant protein βparvalbumin (PV), form amyloid structures and subsequently avoids
gastrointestinal degradation, followed by transit into the blood. While PD is
primarily thought to originate from within the brain, strong evidence points at the
gut being an alternative point of origin. An interesting potential entry point has
been identified to be enteroendocrine cells that “taste” the luminal content of the
intestines. They both express α-synuclein and are also directly connected to the
brain through enteric nerves, thus forming a neural circuit from the gut to the
brain. In a previous article we showed that PV readily inhibits α-synuclein
amyloid formation in vitro by the use of a set of biophysical methods, including
fluorescence spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy and transmission electron
microscopy. The underlying mechanism was found to involve α-synuclein
binding to the surface of PV amyloids, that in addition to being a new amyloid
inhibition mechanism also propose health benefits incurred by a fish diet may be
explained in part by cross-reaction of PV with human amyloidogenic proteins.
Further studies relying on fluorescence spectroscopy & SDS-PAGE have shown
that the interaction appears to be at least in part mediated through electrostatic
interactions. Acetylated α-synuclein, which is the physiological form found in
humans, has been shown to be more readily inhibited by PV than the nonacetylated form. In addition, one of the genetic mutants of α-synuclein, A30P,
which cause early onset PD has also been observed to be more strongly inhibited
by PV than wild type α-synuclein. Interestingly, the inhibitory action of PV does
not only seem to be limited by α-synuclein and variants thereof, but we have also
observed that it is capable of inhibiting the polymerization of abeta; an
amyloidogenic protein involved in Alzheimer’s disease.
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Although processed red meat intake has been consistently associated with an
increased risk of type 2 diabetes (T2D) in epidemiological studies, the association
has been less consistent for unprocessed red meat and poultry (Feskens et al.,
2013). This inconsistency may be due to measurement errors inherent to selfreported dietary assessment methods. We therefore aimed to identify plasma
metabolites associated with various types of meat intake and investigate their
association with T2D risk.
In this nested case-control study within the Swedish prospective cohort
Västerbotten Intervention Programme, plasma samples from 421 case-control
pairs at baseline were analysed using untargeted LC-MS metabolomics. We
unbiasedly and optimally identified 22, 15, 19 metabolites predicting intake of red
meat, i.e. processed (sausage, bacon, and meat form hamburger) and unprocessed
(steak, minced meat and meat from stew), and poultry, respectively, using
multivariate modelling followed by partial correlation analysis adjusted for
lifestyle covariates. A metabolite score was generated using ridge regression for
each type of meat intake. Moreover, a positive association between the metabolite
score of processed red meat and T2D risk was observed, after adjustment for
fasting plasma glucose, and lifestyle factors, i.e. daily energy intake, smoking
status, education, and alcohol consumption. No association was found for
unprocessed red meat and poultry intake.
Our results support that high intake of processed red meat is associated with
increased risk of developing T2D in Swedish men and women.
References.
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Excessive intakes of simple sugars have been linked with negative health
outcomes, whereas food rich in fermentable dietary fiber is associated with
beneficial health effects through different mechanisms (1; 2). We aimed to
investigate the effects of high fructose and high galactose diets on inflammation
and gut microbiota in rat model. We further aimed to investigate addition of
highly fermentable fructooligosaccharides (FOS) could ameliorate potential
negative effects of sugars. Healthy young male rats were randomly divided into
six treatment groups (n=12 per group). Each treatment group was provided with
different carbohydrates as follows: 1. Starch (control), 2. Fructose, 3. Galactose,
4. Starch + FOS (control), 5. Fructose + FOS, 6. Galactose + FOS, together with
high amount of omega-6 fatty acids (n-6) to stimulate inflammation, respectively.
The study started in March 2019 and is expected to be finalized in May 2019. Rats
will be kept at 25°C with 12h light/12h dark cycle with free access to water for
12 weeks treatment. A group with six rats was sacrificed at day 0. The rats (n=6
from each group) were sacrificed at the end of week 6 and another 6 rats will be
sacrificed at the end of week 12 by decapitation after CO2 anesthesia. Body weight
(BW) and food intake are recorded weekly and blood glucose concentration are
measured at baseline, week 6 and week 12. Blood and organs are collected and
kept at -80°C prior analysis. The results of this study will be analysed to confirm
whether fructose and galactose are pro-inflammatory compared to starch (control)
as a part of a high carbohydrate diet rich in n-6 fatty acids and whether additional
of FOS could lower inflammation at 6- and 12-weeks study period. Preliminary
results on BW (until week 6) showed that galactose and galactose + FOS groups
are decreasing, indicating that the animals have metabolic difficulties on these
diets.
References.
1. Marques C (2017) Fructose consumption and its impact on human health: Diet and risk of cardiovascular
disease. Rev Port Cardiol 36, 943-944.
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Non-communicable diseases such as diabetes are directly linked with diet and
other modifiable lifestyle factors [1]. Recent literature suggests that dairy products
may be influencing cardiometabolic health [2]. Whereas disease risk may be
attributed to individual food items, aggregating food choices into patterns
provides an alternative to assessing diet-related risks. Self-reported dietary
assessment has large measurement errors and dietary biomarkers could provide
better assessment of diet and diet-associated risk. We examined the untargeted
plasma LCMS metabolome from 421 Type 2 Diabetes (T2D) case-control pairs
nested within the Swedish Västerbotten Intervention Programme (VIP) for
potential biomarkers of dairy and food patterns obtained from factor analysis [3].
Metabolite features associated with diet were selected using random forest
modelling [4], followed by partial correlation to adjust for confounding lifestyle
factors. Their association with T2D was then assessed using conditional logistic
regression. Several metabolites of food intake were found to be associated with
T2D risk, and this could provide novel insights of the role of dairy products as
well as specific dietary patterns in T2D risk.
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Introduction: Hemoglobin (Hb), the oxygen transporting protein, is known as
the main lipid pro-oxidant in fish. In vivo the Hb molecules are highly
concentrated in the red blood cells (RBCs). However, post-mortem biochemical
changes and processing factors cause the RBCs to lyse, thus Hb molecules are
released into the plasma and contaminate the fish muscle. Commercially, pelagic
fish such as herring are caught in large trawls and not actively bled for blood
removal. Instead, during pre-processing storage, the fish is stored in refrigerated
sea water (RSW) tanks, and later, in the filleting process, the fish muscle is rinsed
with tap water. Thus, the blood is exposed to hyper- or hypoosmotic solution
(seawater andtap water, respectively). With the aim to find conditions where the
RBC stability is maximal, to minimize Hb-mediated lipid oxidation in fish
muscle, we have studied how hemolysis in whole blood or purified RBCs from
rainbow trout and herring is affected by variations in selected fish processing
conditions: salinity, temperature and mechanical impact. Results: The lowest
degree of hemolysis was found when no mechanical stress was implied, and when
RBCs were stored in 171 ± 51 mM NaCl (1.0 ± 0.3 % NaCl) at 3 ± 1 °C. Both 0
% and 3 % salt, as in tap- and seawater, caused immediate hemolysis. RBCs from
herring were more unstable than from trout, and RBCs of whole blood were
significantly more stable than purified RBCs. Therefore, we expanded and
deepened our understanding of the protecting effects exerted by blood plasma, by
investigating the effect of individual substances naturally found in blood plasma,
such as glucose, ATP, albumin and different antioxidants, on hemolysis.
Conclusion: Minor adjustments in early handling of post-mortem fish could
minimize hemolysis during fish processing, and is expected to delay lipid
oxidation.
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Today, the majority of all by-products from the fish industry are targeted feed
production, or even end up as waste. Globally, these raw materials are estimated
to carry around 25 million tonnes of protein- and omega-3-rich-muscle, which
instead could be used in food production. Techniques to separate food grade
muscle, proteins and oil from complex bony raw materials exist, but applying such
techniques on fish by-products is rendered difficult by their high susceptibility to
lipid oxidation. Stabilizing strategies for fish-byproducts are thus needed. In
Sweden, herring by-products dominate, but are particularly troublesome due to
their high levels of hemoglobin (Hb), a strong catalyst of lipid oxidation. The aim
of this study was to quantify Hb and investigate the effect of incubating, dipping
or rinsing herring by-products in different solutions on the removal of Hb and the
development of lipid oxidation during subsequent ice storage.
Herring by-products had 3-5 times higher Hb-levels than the fillet, with most of
the Hb being interior, i.e. not on the surface. Thereby, only 10-18% Hb could be
rinsed away with water or physiological salt (0.9% NaCl), and the effect of such
a rinsing on lipid oxidation development during subsequent storage was limited.
Solutions with added antioxidants (rosemary extract, ascorbic acid, tocopherols
and citric acid in 0.9% NaCl) were therefore developed, and effects of dipping or
incubating by-products in these solutions on lipid oxidation were remarkable;
shelf life went from <1 day to >12 days.
In conclusion, novel antioxidative strategies for protecting herring by-products
from oxidation were developed which could significantly extend their shelf life
and therefore would be powerful tools within industry to allow upgrading of fish
by-products to food ingredients.
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There is an increasing demand for both vegetable proteins and new raw materials
for production of bio-based materials. The red seaweed Porphyra umbilicalis and
the green seaweed Ulva lactuca constitute interesting resources for both these
applications. However, the though polysaccharide-rich cell walls and the
abundance of polyphenols reduce the direct digestibility of seaweed proteins and
food grade techniques for extracting the proteins from the seaweed matrix are
hence desirable. The first aim of this study was therefore to evaluate the efficiency
of three different methods for extracting proteins from these two species. From a
biorefinery and sustainability point of view, it is important to make as use of as
many biomass components as possible. Most extraction protocols for
polysaccharides from seaweed target only one compound, which leads to a huge
waste of valuable biomass. The second aim was therefore to isolate both proteins
and polysaccharides in a sequential manner from the same biomass.
The pH-shift method (alkaline protein solubilization followed by isoelectric
precipitation) was the most efficient process for concentration of proteins, both
for U.lactuca (2.6 times) and P.umbilicalis (2.2 times). These values correspond
to a protein concentration of 51% and 71%, respectively. Carrageenan and
galactose-rich pectin were successfully extracted by using aqueous solutions of
Na2CO3 and HCl, respectively. These extractions were applied to the residual
biomass after the pH-shift protein extraction for P.umbilicalis. The extracted and
purified carrageenan-rich fraction formed a gel with K+ in aqueous solution.
Carrageenan-based gels are often used as gelling and thickening agents in food.
An insoluble fraction, rich in cellulose, remained after all extraction steps.
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Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is one of the leading causes of death world-wide.
CVDs are a class of diseases that relates to conditions that involve narrowing of
blood vessels and can lead to myocardial infarction (MI). MI is caused by a
complete blockage of one of the coronary artery that supply the heart with oxygen
and the lack of oxygen causes severe damage to the heart tissue. Elucidating the
biochemical changes occurring in the heart after an infarction leads to better
understanding of breakdown and repair of heart tissue, hence, better treatment
methods can be developed. In this study, multimodal mass spectrometry imaging
approach using MALDI and ToF-SIMS, has been applied to mouse heart tissue
following an infarction to elucidate changes in the lipid and protein distribution
in the heart tissue over time. Results from the ToF-SIMS imaging show that
differences in the lipid distribution between the infarcted region and the normal
heart tissue can be detected, as well as accumulation of acyl-carnitine species at
the boundary of the damaged region which indicates impaired mitochondrial
function. Results also show differences in salt adduct formation between different
regions within the heart due to changes in salt concentration during and after
infarction and a general decrease in phosphatidylinositol in the infarcted region
can be seen. The MALDI analysis performed provided information of specific
protein distribution in the border and infarcted region. The multimodal mass
spectrometry imaging approach provided a tool to study the progression of the
infarction chemically in the tissue which offers insights into how the tissue
responds to the hypoxic environment. The border region is the tissue in the
frontline of the progressing infarction, hence it can reveal the changes occurring
in the acute phase of the infarction while the tissue in the infarcted region reveals
more long-term changes.
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For a sustainable society, the supply of cheap and green electricity is
indispensable, being the most promising, the solar cells.1,2 Because the renewable
energy sources are intermittent, also a green solution for energy storage devices
is required.3 In this work, different approaches for 2D materials development and
their potential application in hybrid solar cells and supercapacitors, are explored.
These materials are based on modified graphene oxide and MoS2. However, the
inadequate Eg values for both 2D materials and hydrophilic behavior, chemical
modifications should be performed to obtain the proper characteristics that are
required for energy applications.4 Here, an efficient top-down synthesis approach
by ultrasonication-assisted liquid-phase exfoliation in aqueous co-solvents,
allows to obtain a few layered 2D materials to afterwards chemically modified it
by alkylamines, as a low-cost alternative for organic semiconductor materials was
developed.5

Figure. 2D materials and semiconducting polymers in synergy for energy applications.
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Finding new routes for chemical valorisation of biological feedstocks is an
essential part for developing a biobased economy that can reduce our dependence
on fossil fuels [1]. In this project we tailor new zeolite-based catalytic materials
over which green aromatics, i.e., benzene, toluene and xylenes (BTX) from preprocessed low-cost hemicellulose, can be produced. Furans and furfural, that can
be obtained from this biofeedstock, are used as relevant model compounds to
perform a Diels-Alder reaction with alkenes [2].
For our investigation we use as catalysts pure zeolites, i.e., ZSM-5 and H-BEA
with different silica aluminium ratio (SAR), as well as copper-functionalized
ZSM-5. The zeolite Brønsted and Lewis acidic sites and metal functionalization
are important aspects when tuning the desired catalytic properties to enhance the
activity in the reaction [3]. A gas phase FTIR analyser and mass spectrometer are
used in tandem for compositional analysis of the effluent stream. Thanks to the
continuous stream analysis, reactant conversion and product selectivity can be
tracked over time exploring feed concentration, reaction temperature windows
and catalyst deactivation and regeneration.
The first flow reactor experiments have been performed feeding furan and 2,5dimethylfuran (DMF) (liquid feed of 0.3-5 g/h) and gaseous propylene or ethylene
with argon as carrier gas. ZSM-5 with the SARs 27, 50, 150 and 300 or zeolite
Beta to investigate the setup for the online analysis in a temperature window from
80-600°C. The first results indicate a temperature dependent adsorptiondesorption behaviour of furan as expected for the zeolite material and reactions
taking place between 120 and 500°C, while formation of carbon dioxide at higher
temperature. At present, we are evaluating indications on temperature dependent
formation of the three different xylenes.
Additional DRIFTS studies on surface species on the zeolite in situ during
adsorption-desorption of furan/DMF as well as operando during Diels-Alder
reaction conditions give further insights into the reaction mechanism.
References.
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Gold nanorods are promising candidates for applications in medicine, optics,
electronics and chemistry since they have attractive optical and physical
properties, especially strong absorption of localized surface plasmon resonance1,2.
In order to manipulate absorption of light in unprecedented ways, researchers
have studied how to bend gold nanorods using lasers3. However, we have
observed gold nanorods synthesized by a binary-surfactant seed-mediated growth
method3 using high resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and
found that they were bending a few degrees spontaneously. The study on
formation of bending structure and the deformation in the rods also benefits to
understanding the dynamic process of gold nanorods’ growth4. Further studies
using TEM have shown that the gold crystal lattice is tilting a small angle (less
than 10 degree) around [010] zone axis continuously, which is also transversal
axis of the rod. In addition, high resolution TEM and scanning TEM shows that
there are no lattice defects along the gold nanorod. In order to understand the
bending mechanism, the distribution of silver element added in the growth
solution was studied by Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. We found very
little amount of silver concentrated on the outer layer of the gold nanorod, which
is the possible reason causing the bending.

HRSTEM image of a whole gold nanorod
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Influence of hydrogen bonding and bound water molecules in adsorption of
Carboxymethyl cellulose on cellulose fibers were examined by carrying out
adsorption from D2O and H2O. Sophisticated analytical tools, dominantly QCMD and SPR, were used to follow the adsorption. There was a considerable
difference between adsorbed amount of CMCs from D2O and H2O which is an
evidence for entropy driven mechanism of CMC adsorption on cellulose.
Temperature dependence of adsorption of carboxymethyl cellulose on cellulose
thin films was also investigated. It was found that the adsorbed amount increased
with increasing temperature. This implies that the adsorption of CMCs to
cellulose surface is endothermic and supports the hypothesis that the adsorption
of CMC onto cellulose is an entropy-driven process1
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Cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) are rod-like nanoparticles with a high aspect ratio;
therefore, nematic behavior is expected in CNC suspension where the rods align
under certain conditions. On the other hand, chiral nematic liquid crystalline
structure forms in CNC suspensions above a critical concentration. The assembly
of cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) into nematic and chiral nematic structures
exhibits photonic properties and creates birefringence. We investigate both
rheological and optical properties of CNC suspensions in 5-8 wt% CNC
concentration by visualizing of polarization patterns combined with rheology. By
increasing CNC concentration, rheological liquid crystal fluid (G´´>G´)
transitions to rheological gel (G´>G´´). Sweeping shear rate on sample induces
alignment in the structure that further affects the viscosity and the birefringence.
The same approach is used to study the time-dependent assembly of CNC
suspension. Creep experiments are performed at various shear stress values over
sufficiently long times. Viscosity bifurcation is observed where the viscosity is
plotted as a function of time for different imposed shear stresses.

Figure1. (a) Schematic overview of the custom rheo-optical setup. (b) Optical visualization in the
absence of a measurement sample. (c) Optical visualization of a CNC suspension in the absence of
deformation. (d) Space-time visualization of the sample in (c) subjected to a step shear rate (100 s-1 )
input followed by relaxation.
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The combination of plasmonic nanostructures and electrochromic materials for
dynamic color generation has been of interest in recent years due to the possibility
to make reflective displays in full color with extremely low power consumption
compared to emissive displays [1][2]. We show a comparison between two
electrochromic materials, tungsten trioxide (inorganic) [3] and PProDOT-Me2
(organic) [4], for electrical modulation of the resonantly reflected light from
plasmonic nanostructures. The comparison focuses on achievable contrast,
switching speed, coloration memory and power consumption.

Figure 1. Schematic of the 3 electrodes setup used to electropolymerize PProDOT-Me2 and switch the
electrochromic materials from bleached to colored state and viceversa.
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Solar energy is an important source of renewable energy, and in the last 20 years
photovoltaics has seen rapid growth and widespread adoption around the globe.1
The maximum theoretical efficiency of traditional solar cells is limited to
approximately 33%2, meaning the development of new materials that are able to
convert solar energy into electricity more efficiently is of paramount importance.
Singlet fission3 has gained interest as a means for improving the overall efficiency
of solar cells, with a potential to significantly boost the performance of solar cells
to a maximum efficiency of 44%.
Therefore, we are investigating new self-assembled materials that will facilitate
singlet fission by combining the properties of gelators and singlet fission
chromophores. These materials are being systematically investigated to improve
our understanding in the design singlet fission systems and application in solar
energy conversion.

Figure. Gelator functionalised with pentacene chromophore for energy down-conversion.
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Climate issues lead researchers and industries to seek for substitute materials that
have lower environmental impact than oil-based material. Wood is a renewable
resource and provides three main potential substitute materials, cellulose,
hemicelluloses and lignins. Cellulose nanofibrils form transparent films that
resemble plastic film when dried and this feature has been in focus of replacement
of oil-based plastic film. However, humidity sensitivity is one of major challenges
that hinders cellulose nanofibril commercial utilization. Modification or
crosslinking are a way to overcome this hindrance. Here oxidized hemicelluloses
were tested as small molecule additives for nanocellulose films. Periodate
oxidized xylan contains aldehyde groups which have an ability to form stronger
hydrogen bonds with hydroxyl groups on cellulose surface compare to native
xylan. Two grades of periodate oxidized xylan were used as an additive for
improving film performance. Compatibility of oxidized xylans and cellulose
nanofibril (CNF) and 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine 1-oxyl radical (TEMPO)
oxidized cellulose nanofibril (TEMPO-CNF) films and its properties were
investigated with Quartz Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation monitoring
(QCM-D), Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) and Atomic Force Microscope
(AFM). QCM-D was used to study film development, water coupling and
adsorbed mass on cellulose film. It measures a resonance frequency change when
molecules adsorb or desorb on a film surface. Cellulose film was deposited on
QCM sensor by spin-coating. The in-situ adsorption was done so that xylan
solution was fed through a flow cell for two hours. Thickness of the layer before
and after the adsorption were observed in dry state. H2O/D2O solvent exchange
was used to determine amount of water coupling in film of before and after
adsorption. SPR detects optical properties of material change to observe a change
on film surface. Surface plasmon is a phenomenon when electrons on metal layer
of a sensor adsorb an energy from light and vibrate. These vibrated electrons are
sensitive to environment and was used to detect molecules binding or leaving a
surface. This technique was used to study film development in dry state and
adsorbed mass. Same procedure as QCM-D was used. AFM was used to study a
topography of film surface to confirm a uniformity of the film on a sensor and
film surface roughness. Oxidized xylan reduced water uptake of TEMPO-CNF
film by, presumably, forming an enhanced fibril network. High molecular weight
oxidized xylan had higher affinity towards CNF film, while, TEMPO-CNF film
was more compatible with the lower molecular weight.
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Covalent organic frameworks (COFs) represent a relatively new class of porous,
organic and organized structures, which contain only light elements like B, C, N,
H and O. This light version of metalorganic frameworks (MOFs) has already
shown outstanding properties when it comes to high thermal and hydrothermal
stabilities, low weight and high internal surface area.1 These properties make them
highly suitable for applications like separation1, catalysis1, gas storage2 or drug
delivery3. Nevertheless, applications that require mechanical strength, like
electronics and electrochemistry, represent a huge challenge, hence mostly small
grain powders have been made in the past.
This study presents a new method for the synthesis of ultra-smooth COF-films
(figure 1A). Furthermore, we demonstrate the possibility of monitoring the film
growth in real time (figure 1B). This achievement offers, for the first time, the
possibility to grow defect-free 3D COF films with a defined thickness. That will
pave the way for new applications within material and chemical science and
overcome former limitations with powdery COFs.
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Figure 1. A) SEM image of the cross section, showing the existence of a film. B) Plot showing the linear
correlation between the measured signal and the COF film thickness.
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Molecular orientation distributions of polymeric fibers and films are known to be
responsible for mechanical and electro-chemical properties. A quantitative
interpretation of the molecular orientation distribution can be made by analyzing
nuclear magnetic resonance chemical shielding anisotropy, polarized Raman
vibrations, and X-ray scattering patterns. These techniques all have unique
chemical selectivity, which can be used to separate signals from morphologically
distinct parts of the material and composites. We, for the first time, cross-correlate
all three methods to shed a quantitative light on molecular orientation distributions
on regenerated cellulose fibers, an important environmental benign cotton
alternative.
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Controlling molecule translocation through nanosized gaps is of great interest in
novel systems for single molecule analysis and biomolecular membranes. The
molecular gating property of thermo-responsive end-grafted poly(Nisopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) polymer brushes on well-shaped gold-silica
nanostructures1 (nanowells) is investigated via extinction spectroscopy and
fluorescence microscopy methods below and above PNIPAM lower critical
solution temperature (LCST; 32 °C in water).1, 2, 4 Polymer brushes are prepared
via Activators Regenerated by Electron Transfer Atom Transfer Radical
Polymerization
(ARGET
ATRP)3
by
employing
Bis[2-(2bromoisobutyryloxy)undecyl] disulfide as initiator. Variation of PNIPAM
polymerization time, hence – polymer brush thickness, and the swollen/collapsed
regimes allowed controlled gating of bovine serum albumin (BSA) and
neutravidin (NA) proteins through the polymer brush interface in and out of the
fabricated nanowell (aperture up to 100 nm) according to plasmonic activity as a
possible method proposed previously4. In addition, we plan to investigate gating
of water by complimentary fluorescence microscopy measurements, which
focuses either on single or several nanowells on the structure of interest.

Figure. PNIPAM LCST temperature exploitation for configuration switching and gating molecules.
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The development of solar energy can potentially meet the growing requirements for
a global energy system beyond fossil fuels, but necessitates new scalable technologies
for solar energy storage. One approach is the development of energy storage systems
based on molecular photoswitches, so-called molecular solar thermal energy storage
(MOST). Sunlight is collected and stored via photochemical reaction under flow
conditions. When energy is required, a solution of the metastable molecule can be
passed through a catalytic bed reactor to release the energy in the form of heat,
which could be used for, in this instance, heating water or creating steam. In order
for MOST to be viable, the energy has to be storable for a long period of time,
thus requiring a high energy barrier (ΔH‡ therm) for the thermal conversion from
the high energy isomer to the parent molecule. Yet, at the same time, the heat
release upon demand must be rapid and efficient. Here we present a novel
norbornadiene derivative for this purpose, with a good solar spectral match, high
robustness and an energy density of 0.4 MJ kg−1. By the use of heterogeneous catalyst
cobalt phthalocyanine on a carbon support, we demonstrate a record high
macroscopic heat release in a flow system using a fixed bed catalytic reactor, leading
to a temperature increase of up to 63.4 °C (83.2 °C measured temperature). Successful
outdoor testing shows proof of concept and illustrates that future implementation is
feasible. The mechanism of the catalytic back reaction is modelled using density
functional theory (DFT) calculations rationalizing the experimental observations.
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The capability of cellulose to form entangled networks and the intrinsic strength
of cellulose are responsible for the physicomechanical performance of
nanocellulose composite materials. We have utilized the potential of cellulose to
act as a reinforcement agent, in preparation of hydrated oil-gelatin or oil
composites. The composite was prepared for use as phantoms in the field of
radiotherapy in hyperthermia treatment that is used to impact tumors by
microwaves. Microwave-based treatment and diagnostics are increasingly used in
treatment of cancer and strokes, that are the causes of 8.2 million and 6.2 million
deaths yearly, according to the World Health Organization. The benefit of adding
hyperthermia, i.e., elevation of tumor temperature to 40-45 °C by microwaves, to
cancer treatment has been proven effective in randomized trials.[1, 2] The
approach has shown to increase amount of totally recovered patients by 22%. The
phantoms in our work were formulated to mimic electromagnetic and thermal
properties of tissue. We have concentrated on fat tissue that still lacks acceptable
solution. The characteristics of fat are low permittivity (ε=11) and low
conductivity (0.08 S/m), within the frequency band of 100MHz and 2GHz.
Mechanical strength enabling a self-standing, moldable and cuttable phantom
body are requisite for enabling clinical use.
We will discuss the approaches for achieving such phantom with permittivity
controllable by fat (oil) constituent concentration within a gel matrix. The main
discussion will be on the potential of cellulose as reinforcement of an oil
containing hydrogel, as morphology modifier and thermal stabilizer for the fatcarrying therapy phantoms
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Productive forest land covers 57 % of the Swedish countryside and it is a
renewable resource from which biopolymers like cellulose can be derived.1 These
biopolymers could replace the conventional plastics and metals used as barriers
in today’s packaging materials and by that reduce the climate stress. A problem
with bio-polymers is that their functionality changes with moisture exposure
unlike their petrol counterparts.2 A barrier film should be able to keep its
properties regardless of the relative humidity. It is thus important to study how
the barrier properties of bio-polymers are affected by humidity and through that
get knowledge about how one could tailor materials with desired properties.
The main part of this project is to make films from a variety of cellulose
derivatives and study their structural properties like molecular weight, degree of
substitution, distribution of substituents and glass transition temperature. They
will also be studied for performance in gas permeability, free volume, water
transport and water uptake, all at different relative humilities. With this and
multivariable analysis we could develop models to correlate molecular structures
to permeability properties. Another part of this project is to build an instrument,
Figure 1, that can measure gas transport over films at different humilities, which
enables possible future studies of other gases than oxygen.

Figure 1. Schematics of the instrument that will be built.
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Radiative association is a process of interest in astrochemistry. It can explain how
molecules are formed in regions where the density is very low.
On earth, formation of molecules via three body collision is dominating. During
a three body collision two of the species (atoms/molecules) form a new molecule
while the third one carries away the excess energy. Having a way to get rid of
excess energy is crucial when forming a molecule from two colliding species. But
under interstellar conditions it is not so probable that three atoms or molcules will
collide. Therefore another process starts to play an important role: radiative
association (RA). During the RA process the excess energy is released through
emission of a photon: A + B → AB + hν .
RA is a very slow process and is therefore in most cases impossible to study
experimentally. We have therefore studied RA formation of some molecules that
are of interest in astrochemistry using numerical methods [1][2]. The goal of the
calculations is to obtain reaction rates that can afterwards be used in astrochemical
models.
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Photoswitch molecules are molecules that can interconvert between two stable
isomers using light as a stimuli. Such molecules find application in areas such as
solar energy storage1,2 and single molecule electronics.3 We synthesized
norbornadiene-based molecular photoswitch towards the latter application. Our
norbornadiene-based photoswitch has two ethynylphenyl units terminated with
thioacetate groups on both sides of the norbornadiene for anchorage. In the photoexcited state the p-bonds in norbornadiene rearrange to s-bonds. Thus, the
norbornadiene form is expected to be more conductive than the quadricyclane
form.4 The photoswitching was followed in solution by NMR as well as UVvisible spectroscopy. STM-break junction conductance measurement showed that
indeed the norbornadiene form (NB-1) is more conductive than the quadricyclane
form (QC-2) as anticipated. This result was further corroborated by quantum
chemical calculation using the non-equilibrium Green´s function (NEGF).
Furthermore, some norbornadiene-derivatives were found to be emissive with
fluorescence quantum yields (FF) as high as 49%, the highest value recorded for
norbornadiene derivatives to date.5
7
5
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Figure. 2,3-Disubstituted norbornadiene-quadricyclane photoswitch with a thioacetate anchoring group.
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Over the last decades the field of photochemistry and its application in organic
chemistry has been constantly growing with increasing interest in utilizing visible
light, i.e. solar energy. Elaborate catalytic systems for a diverse group of organic
transformations have been developed to enable the absorption of light in the
visible range, using both catalysts based on organic dyes and transition metal
complexes. However, another approach using in situ formed charge-transfer
complexes between organic molecules can prove promising as an alternative route
for utilization of solar energy in synthetic organic chemistry, making the use of
complex and synthetically challenging photocatalysts superfluous. In this work,
charge transfer complexes between electron rich aromatic amines and electron
deficient alkenes are investigated in the synthesis of substituted
tetrahydroquinolines – a framework of great interest in a variety pharmaceutical
compounds2. Using visible light provided by common household lamps,
substituted 1,2,3,4-tetrahydroquinolines were obtained in yields up to 73 % under
ambient atmosphere and temperature. The developed method is atom economic
and selective and exemplifies the promising synthetic usefulness of chargetransfer complexes in organic chemistry. Furthermore, a novel use of these
complexes as a mild production method of α-amino alkyl radicals is presented.

Figure 1. Visible light mediated synthesis of tetrahydroquinolines.
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The ability to convert between molecular spin states is of utmost importance in
materials chemistry. For instance, charge recombination in commercial organic
light emitting diodes (OLED) leads to a statistical mixture of excited states being
25% singlets and 75% being triplets. Typically, the singlet state emit light much
faster than the triplet states, and therefore a singlet emitting state is preferred.
Thus, efficient methods to convert excited triplet states to an excited singlet state
are of importance. Förster-type energy transfer is based on dipole–dipole
interactions and can therefore theoretically be used to convert between molecular
spin states.

Figure 1. (A) The donor–bridge–acceptor molecule used in this study. (B) Jabłoński diagram showing
triplet-to-singlet energy transfer via dipole–dipole interactions.

Here, a molecular dyad that is capable of transferring energy from an excited
triplet state to an excited singlet state is presented. The rate of conversion between
these states was shown to be 36 times faster than the rate of emission from the
isolated triplet state. This dyad provides the first solid proof that Förster-type
triplet-to-singlet energy transfer is possible, revealing a general method to
increase the rate of light extraction from excited triplet states.
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Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) is a method measuring the
fluctuations in intensity of fluorescence over time. When combined with
multiphoton microscopy (MPM-FCS) it constitutes a non-invasive method of
quantitatively analysing molecular diffusion in complex matrices (1). This can be
used for finding a variety of properties in systems of interest, such as diffusion
properties and concentrations as small as on the picomolar scale. One of the
properties measurable by MPM-FCS is the viscosity of the medium that is
analysed.
This project aims to use FCS in a model system consisting of water and glycerol
mixtures ranging from 0,96 to 10,6 Cp. This to measure the effect of viscosity on
the diffusion time of the fluorescent particles The project will use Fluorescein
isothiocyanate dextran, in size ranges of 4,5 nm to 55 nm.
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Carbon nanotube patches composed of nanofibrillated cellulose/single-walled
carbon nanotube ink 3-dimensionally printed in conductive patterns onto bacterial
nanocellulose were developed and evaluated for conductivity, flexibility, and
mechanical properties. The patches were applied on 6 canines to epicardium
before and after surgical disruption. Electroanatomic mapping was performed on
normal epicardium, then repeated over surgically disrupted epicardium, and then
finally with the patch applied passively. We developed a 3-dimensional printable
carbon nanotube ink complexed on bacterial nanocellulose that was (1)
expressable through 3-dimensional printer nozzles, (2) electrically conductive, (3)
flexible, and (4) stretchable. We demonstrated disruption of conduction after
surgical incision in all 6 canines based on activation mapping. The patch resulted
in restored conduction based on mapping and assessment of conduction direction
and velocities in all canines. We have demonstrated 3-dimensional customprinted electrically conductive carbon nanotube patches can be surgically
manipulated to improve cardiac conduction when passively applied to surgically
disrupted epicardial myocardium in canines.

Figure. SEM image of the corner of printed pattern on a BNC substrate using the composite
NFC/SWCNTs ink. Gross pathology of normal epicardium, surgically disrupted myocardium with
pledgits, and carbon nanotube–printed patch placed over the disrupted myocardium. Local activation
time (LAT) maps under the 3 described conditions. Isochronal activation maps. Red indicates early
activation, with progressive change to blue/violet indicating later activation.
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Enzymes are used in many applications and attractive as catalysts since they
operate in aqueous conditions with high selectivity and are compatible with living
systems.(1) So far enzymes used outside of the cell in synthetic environments are
rarely as efficient as within living cells.(2) Recently large efforts have been
devoted to compartmentalization of enzymes in vitro to mimic key features of the
natural cellular environment allowing cascade reactions and substrate channeling
to occur between enzymes.(2) In our work we use plasmonic nanostructures to
address three key challenges for preparing useful functional enzyme interfaces.
First, we address the problem of enzyme immobilization on synthetic surfaces
which almost inevitably leads to loss of activity by using polyelectrolyte brushes.
We show that polyelectrolyte brushes preserve enzyme activity since it is a soft
3D support as opposed to flat inorganic surfaces or stiff self-assembled
monolayers.(3,4,5) Secondly, we show how enzymatic activity can be modulated
using pH and thermo-responsive polymers and nanostructures. The third
challenge addressed is arranging different kinds of enzymes to perform cascade
reactions. Here we combine different kinds of enzymes to produce cascade
reactions in confined environments on polyelectrolyte brushes and in nanoscale
compartments of attoliter size. If enzymes are utilized more efficiently in vitro
this could enable environmentally friendly synthesis of useful chemicals,
improved understanding of cellular compartmentalization and of biochemical
pathways. We also anticipate that enzymes immobilized on plasmonic
nanostructures could result in novel biochemical sensor designs and enzymebased nanoreactors.
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The performance and sometimes stability of organic electronic devices, such as
OFETs, OLEDs are strictly related to the relative energy level disposition of each
of their elements, such as donors, acceptors, etc. Our research on hybrid lightmatter states, formed when an organic material is embedded in a resonant optical
microcavity, is focused on modify the energy levels of molecular materials[1]. By
doing this, the polaritons directly influence the photophysical rate constants of
specific processes. As an example[2], the formation of polaritons in ErythrosineBCavity system showed an increase of the reverse intersystem crossing rate. In this
project, the aim is to couple Fluoranthene that has a very strong electronic
transition, S2ßS0 and small energy band gap between S2 and S1. If the Rabi
splitting is large enough we could invert the relative position of the states.

Figure. Shows the Absorption spectra of a bare film of Fluoranthene in Polystyrene (dotted line);
Transmission spectra of a cavity-fluoranthene system, showing the cavity peak a bit red detuned from
the fluoranthene absorption (364nm).Energy level diagram shows the molecular electronic disposition
on the free molecule and the hybrid states show how the lower polariton branch (P-) could end up laying
under the S1 state.
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Electronic displays have infiltrated almost every aspect of our daily lives. They
have revolutionized how we communicate and are considered a primary means of
relaying information in modern society. The ubiquity of display technologies and
our reliance on them makes it imperative that future development and research
tend towards sustainable and energy saving designs. This requires deviating from
trend of emissive display technologies that consume large quantities of power
(⁓20 mW/cm2) and exhibit poor power conversion efficiency.1
Reflective electronic displays, or electronic paper, have emerged as a feasible
alternative to their emissive counterparts as they do not emit light and hence
would require much less electrical power. We have developed a hybrid material
suitable for electronic paper applications.2 The material is a plasmonic
metasurface consisting of metallic nanostructures that produce intense coloration
and act as high-quality pixels and an electrochromic polymer to modulate the
reflectivity of this surface. We present the work towards the generation of a cyanmagenta-yellow (CMY) colour gamut which promises higher reflectivity than
red-green-blue (RGB) pixels.
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Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML) is an aggressive form of blood cancer and over
25000 cases of AML are diagnosed every year in Europe[1]. It can be caused by
chromosomal translocations in myeloid cells, where a segment of a chromosome
is transferred to another chromosome or to a completely new location on the same
chromosome. These translocations are routinely diagnosed using Fluorescence insitu hybridization (FISH); which has a limited resolution of ~100 kb. Nextgeneration DNA sequencing-based diagnosis also cannot offer a viable alternative
to FISH due to the short read-lengths and its inability to detect large structural
variations. We are addressing this problem by developing a nanofluidic and
Optical DNA Mapping (ODM)-based approach for targeted characterization of
chromosomal translocations in AML. With a resolution of 2-3 kb and the ability
to analyze DNA with a size of several hundred kbp, our approach will fill the gap
in length-scales in AML diagnosis.
We are using CRISPR/Cas9’s gene targeting ability to isolate specific gene
segments carrying chromosomal translocations and gene fusions implicated in
AML. The isolated gene fragments are labeled to create an emission intensity
pattern along the DNA, a DNA barcode[2]. The labeled DNA fragments are
stretched inside nanofluidic channels to visualize the barcodes that can reveal
chromosomal translocations when compared to the reference barcodes. This
poster presents our progress on this project. For the proof-of-concept, we isolated
167 kb fragment from 4.5 mb E. coli BL21 genome using Cas9 targeted excision.
The barcode for the isolated fragment was compared to the theoretical barcode to
validate the protocol and the two barcodes matched very well, suggesting that the
isolated DNA fragment was the targeted 167 kb fragment. We are currently
working to optimize conditions to isolate ~400 kb fragment carrying
chromosomal translocation information from human leukemic cells lines. Once
successful with the cell lines we will use our method on clinical isolates available
through SUH.
References:
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The amyloid-β (Aβ) peptide aggregates to form toxic Amyloid-β fibrils which is
a primary neuropathological feature of Alzheimer disease.[1,2] Structure analysis
has shown that Aβ stacks in a uniform parallel arrangement, resulting in a
considerably rigid and elongated structure.[3] So far biophysical techniques have
expanded our knowledge of Aβ structures and the mechanism of
misfolding/aggregation.[4] However, information on the physical properties of Aβ
fibrils, as well as other similar aggregates, are limited. In particular, single
molecule experiments, using for example optical of magnetic tweezers, on Aβ are
lacking since functionalization is difficult for such fibrils, Here, we overcome
these limitations by utilizing confinement spectroscopy [5] where the fibrils are
analyzed when confined in nanofluidic channels of different dimensions. The
staircase design of the nanofluidic channels with a constant height of 300 nm and
a width varying from 300 nm to 3000 nm exerts the fibrils to forces in the femtonewton regime. In this work, we use the staircase channels to determine the
persistence length[6] of fluorescently labelled Aβ fibrils. The different degrees of
confinement change the extension of the fibrils which in turn allowed us to extract
the persistence length using Odijk theory. A majority of the fibrils have
persistence length of 15-25µm which is comparable to the values obtained for
actin filaments (P>10µm).[7] We observed that the dimensions (D) of all
nanochannels are smaller than the persistence length and the visualized molecules
are free from hairpin loops which strongly suggests that the Odijk theory is
valid.[8]
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In this project, perylene is used as the fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET) donor and two photochromic diarylethene derivatives (DAEg and DAEr)
are used as the corresponding acceptors. The DAE photoswitches can be
isomerized between colourless open forms DAE(o) and coloured, highly
fluorescent closed forms DAE(c) upon exposure to light. Only DAE(c) can act as
FRET acceptors, quenching the emission from perylene and displaying FRETsensitized emission. Perylene, DAEg, and DAEr are encapsulated in polymer
micelles at a concentration allowing for efficient FRET reactions.1 As shown in
the CIE diagram in Figure 1, the fluorescence colour of DAEr, DAEg, and
perylene is red, green, and blue respectively. Thus, these three fluorophores
generate a fluorescent RGB colour system. By different degree of FRET
quenching, controlled in turn by the degree of isomerization to DAEr(c) and
DAEg(c), the overall emission colour will be a mix between R, G, and B. Thus,
all emission colours within the triangle area can be generated, which are shown
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. CIE diagram, solid squares show the CIE coordinates after partial isomerization of both DAE
derivatives to different extent. Hollow circles are CIE coordinates for the emission from the fluorophores
alone in the micelles, per (0.136, 0.115), DAEg(c) (0.295, 0.596), and DAEr(c) (0.603, 0.385).
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A series of donor-acceptor compounds based on sub-porphyrin (SubP) as electron
donor and naphthyldiimide (NDI) as acceptor has been investigated by timeresolved emission and transient absorption measurements. In order to understand
the effect of the electronic coupling on the electron transfer reaction, methyl
groups are substituted on phenyl groups which is located between the donor and
acceptor. The electron transfer reactions are found to be quite fast; charge
separation is quantitative and occurs within 5-10 ps and charge recombination in
1-10 ns, depending on the electronic coupling. Electron transfer rates slow down
because of smaller electronic coupling when steric bulk is introduced on the
adjoining phenyl group. Investigating the temperature dependence of the charge
separation in 2-methyltetrahydrofuran (2-MTHF) and analyzing using the Marcus
model allows experimental estimations of the electronic coupling and
reorganization energies. At cryogenic temperature, relatively strong
phosphorescence is observed from the donor-acceptor compounds. This
phosphorescence explains that charge recombination occurs through the subporphyrin localized triplet excited state. Finally, it is noted that charge separation
in all SubP-NDI dyads is efficient even at temperatures (85K) in 2-MTHF glass.

e-

e-

Figure. SubP-NDI donor-acceptor compound
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The efficiency of single junction solar cells is limited by the Shockley-Queisser
limit. One way to overcome this can be by absorbing low energy photons and
upconverting them to high energy utilizing the triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA)
process. The TTA efficiency typically relies on diffusion and is therefore mainly
performed in liquids. However, for incorporation into devices, a solid-state
approach is needed. Performing TTA-UC in solid media restricts mobility of the
molecules and consequently decreases the efficiency. In this work photon
upconversion through TTA is performed in a low molecular weight organogel
matrix. The gel structure is formed by physical interactions between the gelators
and it holds a large amount of the solvent, resulting in some mobility for the
molecules in this semi-solid matrix. Platinum-octaethyl-porphyrin (PtOEP) is
used as sensitizer, 9,10-diphenylanthracene (DPA) as annihilator and toluene as
solvent. To mitigate oxygen quenching, dimethylthiomethane (DMTM) is used as
scavenger. The energy transfer efficiency is compared between systems where the
sensitizer and annihilator are allowed to freely diffuse in the gel and systems
where the annihilator is covalently bound to the gelator. Both systems show
upconverted emission, but the mechanisms appear to be different, as judged by
phosphorescence measurements. The results show that the former can be
improved changing the position where the annihilator is covalently attached to the
gelator; and it was possible to reproduce the results for fluorescence upconversion
emission for the systems under investigation.
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Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disease that is estimated to affect
2 % of the population older than 60 years. α-synuclein (aS) is a 140-residue
protein, and its assembly process into amyloid fibers is directly related to PD.
Research on Parkinson’s disease (PD) mostly focuses on the ability of aS to form
oligomers and amyloids, and how such species promote brain cell death.
However, there are indications that aS also plays a gene-regulatory role in the cell
nucleus.
In this study, we investigate the interaction between monomeric aS and DNA in
vitro with single molecule techniques. Using a nanofluidic channel system, we
discovered that aS binds to DNA, and by studying the DNA-protein complexes in
different size of nano-channels, we found that the binding of aS increased the
stiffness of DNA, where the persistence length is increased by ~30% at high
coverage. In addition, using atomic force microscopy, we observed that the aS
binding occurred as small protein clusters scattered along the DNA at low proteinto-DNA ratio, and the DNA is fully covered by aS at high protein-to-DNA ratio.
Since the C-terminal truncated forms of aS is found in disease, we also
investigated the interaction between monomeric C-terminal truncated aS and
DNA. Interestingly, DNA is compacted by aS instead of elongated. This agrees
with its the fact that truncated aS is more positively charged. This agrees with its
the fast that truncated aS is more positively charged.
Recent researches have shown that DNA interactions may be a common property
of proteins associated with neurodegenerative disorders such that, in addition
toxic amyloid formation, these proteins may also alter expression profiles of
disease-modifying genes. Single DNA molecule techniques, such as the approach
in our study here, may be useful to characterize putative DNA binding of many
other proteins involved in neurodegeneration.
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The increase in bacteria resistant to common antibiotics poses a large threat to
human health worldwide. Different types of bacteria can cause acute and harmful
diseases where symptoms are ranging from a sore throat or urinary tract infections
to wound or blood infections that in the worst case can lead to death. In order to,
for example, select the correct antibiotic, the cause of an infection has to be
determined. This identification can sometimes be difficult, since some types of
bacteria cannot be cultivated in a lab or are present in complex sample materials.
We present a method, based on optical DNA mapping, that can detect the type of
bacteria in a sample. The DNA is extracted from the bacteria in such a way that
long chromosomal DNA is obtained. The “DNA barcode” is then visualized by a
competitive binding approach that gives a pattern of emitted fluorescence relative
to the AT/GC content along each single DNA molecule. Each DNA molecule is
confined in a nanofluidic channel and imaged by fluorescence microscopy. By
comparing the intensity profile of each imaged DNA molecule to theoretical
intensity profiles in a reference database with approximately 10 000 bacterial
genomes, the type of bacteria can be identified. The method was successfully
tested on Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria in single species samples,
where six different types of bacteria were correctly identified, in mixes and in
uncultured clinical urine samples.

Figure 1. Kymograph showing the optical barcode of a single 380 kbp long DNA molecule imaged by
fluorescence microscopy while confined in a nanofluidic channel with dimensions of 100x150nm.
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Antibiotic resistance is on the rise globally and has already been classified as a
major threat to human health by WHO. The major concern lies in bacterial strains
acquiring resistance through gene transfer between strains and species. A
significant amount of gene transfer between bacteria takes place via plasmids.
Since plasmids play an important role in spreading antibiotic resistance genes
between bacteria, rapid identification and characterization of plasmids and
knowledge about the presence of resistance genes is essential.
Our group has developed an optical DNA mapping (ODM) method using
nanofluidic devices and fluorescence imaging, which creates an emission
intensity pattern along the DNA with dark AT-rich and bright GC-rich regions, a
DNA barcode [1]. Preliminary results on plasmids have demonstrated that (a) the
assay is able to identify already sequenced plasmids from a database [2], (b) the
barcodes can be used as a fingerprint to follow the spread of plasmids in clinical
settings [3] and (c) resistance genes can be identified along the plasmids [3].
Vietnam is a developing country with a large population and the use of antibiotics
has largely been unregulated, leading to emergence of bacteria resistant to
different antibiotics. The New Delhi metallo-beta-lactamase 1 (blaNDM-1) gene is
responsible for encoding an enzyme that makes bacteria resistant to a broad range
of beta-lactam antibiotics, including carbapenems. Emergence of blaNDM-1 in
Vietnam is very recent, but the plasmid-borne nature of blaNDM-1 facilitates its
rapid dissemination. The aim of this project is to use ODM to identify the plasmid
carrying the blaNDM-1 gene in samples collected from different patiens in the
hospital and investigate if a single plasmid is involved in spreading the gene
across different strains of K. pneumonia. We identified the plasmid carrying the
blaNDM-1 gene in 18 samples and concluded that horizontal gene transfer seems to
have only played a minor role in the spread of the blaNDM-1 gene.
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Controllable macromolecular gating between nanoscopic compartments is of high
interest for single molecule studies of dynamic interactions between biological
macromolecules. By definition, a good macromolecular gate should in one state
completely stop biomolecules, such as proteins, from crossing between
compartments, while in the other state freely or selectively let proteins pass.
Polymer brushes have demonstrated ”smart” properties, where they can undergo
switchable conformations through various external stimuli[1,2]. Further,
hydrophilic neutral brushes can be very strong barriers against proteins[3]. These
properties, together with the vast modularity inherent to polymers, make polymer
brushes particularly interesting candidates when looking for new macromolecular
gating systems. Here we investigate the pH dependent macromolecular gating and
filtration capabilities of poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA) and poly(ethylene
glycol) (PEG) brushes. Upon adding one of the polymers in solution when the
other is forming a brush, interactions mediated through hydrogen bonds[4,5] lead
to brush collapse if the pH is sufficiently low. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
and Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM-D) are used to study the binding and
conformational changes as a function of pH on flat surfaces in real-time.
Subsequently, molecular gates made from the aforementioned polymer
configurations are grafted to nanopores in thin gold films on a solid substrate[6].
The respective gate properties are tested by their permeability of the proteins
avidin and ubiquitin as a function of pH followed in real-time using extinction
spectroscopy.
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Singlet energy transfer (SET) is the transfer of excitation energy from one singlet
excited molecule to another molecule in its ground state. This is of importance in
both natural processes such as photosynthesis as well as in many research
applications. Here we present a mechanistic study of SET from anthracene
derivatives to an axially coordinated porphyrin acceptor, revealing the effect of
the porphyrin central metal atom and coordination geometry. We have found that
Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is the dominating mechanism of SET
for complexes with zinc-octaethylporphyrin (ZnOEP) while Dexter energy
transfer is the dominating mechanism of SET in a corresponding ruthenium
complex (RuOEP). The change of SET mechanism only dependent on the
porphyrin central metal atom can be explained from the difference in interaction
of the porphyrin conjugated π-system and the metal 4d orbitals. In addition, the
coordination geometry of the complexes and its temperature dependence was
analyzed, which gives an insight in the binding angle potential energy of axially
coordinated porphyrin complexes. The knowledge about the mechanism of SET
in axially coordinated porphyrin complexes will be valuable for the research about
intra-molecular triplet-triplet annihilation photon upconversion as well as for
other research areas and applications.

Figure. Schematic image of singlet energy transfer form anthracene (blue) to axially coordinated
porphyrin (green plane), showing how the mechanism of SET depends on coordination geometry and
on the porphyrin central metal atom.
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RNA-based drugs have enormous potential to transform modern medicine and
provide new opportunities to cure a wide variety of traditionally undruggable
human diseases. However, their poor cellular delivery is impeding progress. Lipid
nanoparticles (LNPs) are currently developed as promising vehicles to address the
mRNA delivery challenge. In this study we reveal that interactions between LNPs
and the extracellular biological environment, especially serum proteins, drive
their cellular uptake. mRNA-loaded LNPs (MC3/Cholesterol/DSPC/DMPEPEG2000, 50:38.5:10:1.5) were formulated using the NanoAssemblr microfluidic
platform. Particle size, concentration, polydispersity as well as encapsulation
efficiency were determined using conventional characterization techniques. A
commercial cargo mRNA that is labelled with Cy5 and encodes for the eGFP was
used to allow simultaneous live cell monitoring of both cellular uptake and
functional response (e.g. protein expression). Huh-7 human hepatic cells were
exposed to LNPs that had been diluted, freshly or by pre-incubation, in cell culture
medium containing foetal bovine serum (FBS). We observed and quantified by
confocal microscopy imaging and flow cytometry analysis, respectively, that the
presence of FBS plays a crucial role for the cellular uptake of LNPs and that preincubation of LNPs in FBS-containing culture medium significantly enhances the
kinetics of their internalization. Uptake mechanisms are also investigated using
DNA plasmids perturbing endocytosis. Our hypothesis is that (i) PEG-shedding
occurs, and (ii) a protein corona forms on the surface of particles which trigger
cellular uptake. Protein corona abundance and composition is currently under
investigation in order to identify the proteins that trigger this active uptake.
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The introduction of small changes into the molecular structure of the ruthenium
complex, it might be possible to modify the DNA binding affinity and specificity.
Added methyl substituents on the intercalating dppz ligand of the enantiomers of
the parent complex Ru(phen)2dppz2+ will have steric consequences on the
complex, possibly with altered ligand-DNA binding motifs. By utilizing the the
general algorithm developed by our group and previously demonstrated1, we seek
to thermodynamically characterize the DNA binding of Ru(phen)2dppz2+ with
methyl groups substituted in the 10-position or in the 11,12-position of the dppz
moiety (structures are shown in Fig. 1) using isothermal titration calorimetry
(ITC) data. The added methyl groups resulted in an increased hydrophobicity that,
in turn, caused a more prominent self-aggregation of dimer/trimer structures in
free ligand solution. In addition, once most binding sites on the DNA strand were
occupied, the methylated complexes showed intense endothermal heat peaks in
comparison to the parent complex. By augmenting a simple cooperativity binding
model, taking both self-aggregation of the complexes and external aggregation on
saturated DNA into account, it was possible to find an excellent global fit to the
experimental data. In general, the enthalpic differences compared to the
unsubstituted complex were very small, showing that despite the apparent
dramatic ITC raw data the binding geometry was not significantly affected by the
methyl substitutions. For a binding model to be of any practical use, the number
of fitting parameters must be limited. Here we have demonstrated that, even with
the additional heat of dilution added in the analysis, the model does not need to
become overly-complicated.2

Figure 1 Structures of ruthenium complexes Ru(phen)2dppz2+ (1), Ru(phen)2dppzCH32+ (2) and
Ru(phen)2dppz(CH3)22+ (3).
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The bi-exponential excited-state emission decay characteristic of DNA
intercalation tris-bidentate dppz-based ruthenium complexes of the general form
Ru(L)2dppz2+ has previously been explained by a binding model with two distinct
geometry orientations of the bound ligands, with a distinct lifetime associated
with each orientation.1 However, it has been found upon DNA binding of
Ru(phen)2dppz2+ the fractions of short and long lifetimes are strongly dependent
on environmental factors such as salt concentrations and, in particular,
temperature.2 Analysing isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) for competitive
binding Ru(phen)2dppz2+ enantiomers to poly(dAdT)2, we find that a consistent
binding model must assume that the short and long lifetimes states of intercalated
complexes are in equilibrium, and that this equilibrium is altered when
neighboring bound ligands affect each other. In the binding model that gave the
best fit (Fig. 1), it is possible for the ligand-ligand interaction energies to be
different depending on the ligands’ position in a sequence of consecutively bound
ligands. The degree of inter-complex binding is found to be a subtle manifestation
of several attractive and repulsive factors which are highly likely to directly reflect
the strong diastereomeric difference in the binding enthalpy and entropy values.
In addition, as the titration progresses and the binding sites on the DNA lattice
become increasingly occupied, a general resistance for the saturation of the
binding sites is observed suggesting diastereomeric crowding of the neighboring
bound ligands.

Figure 1 Schematic illustration of the proposed lattice model with 4 different elementary units and their
possible ligand-DNA interactions.
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The possibility to control the position of nanoscale object is of great interest in
analytical techniques. One common entrapment method is dielectrophoresis,
where an AC voltage is applied between non-planar electrodes to generate a field
gradient. Plasmonic nanopores can potentially be used for trapping polystyrene
beads and ideally protein molecules by applying an alternating electric field along
the pore axis, using two gold films at each pore opening electrically isolated by a
50 nm thin membrane. Using plasmonics, particle trapping can then be detected
by optical spectroscopy, which removes the need for fluorescent labels. Wellordered arrays of nanopores were fabricated in 50 nm thick Si' N) membrane by
electron beam lithography. The nanopores are then coated with 30 nm gold both
on top and backside. We investigate trapping of polystyrene beads inside the pores
with various diameters. For kHz frequencies, the plasmonic signal is not
influenced by the voltage even at high amplitudes (3V). Our nanopore-platform
combines entrapment with label-free detection and flow of liquid through the
nanoscale entrapment site.
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Organic light-emitting transistors are pivotal components for emerging opto- and
nanoelectronics applications, such as logic circuitries and smart displays.1 Within
this technology sector, the integration of multiple functionalities in a single
electronic device remains the key challenge. Here we show optically switchable
organic light-emitting transistors fabricated through a judicious combination of
light-emitting semiconductors and photochromic molecules. Irradiation of the
solution-processed films at selected wavelengths enables the efficient and
reversible tuning of charge transport and electroluminescence simultaneously,
with a high degree of modulation (on/off ratios up to 500) in the three primary
colours. Different emitting patterns can be written and erased through a noninvasive and mask-free process, on a length scale of a few micrometres in a single
device, thereby rendering this technology potentially promising for optically
gated highly integrated full-colour displays and active optical memory.2
Figure.
Molecules,
device structure and
emitting pattern created
and erased within an
optically
switchable
organic light-emitting
transistor.
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Anthracene derivatives are commonly used as chromophores in applications such
as OLEDs and has also gained much attention in the field of photon
upconversion.1 The spin statistical outcome of a triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA)
event predicts the creation of high-energy, intermediate quintet states which so
far have never been observed for a TTA system. To gain further understanding of
the TTA process, four dimers of anthracene hypothesized to have accessible
quintet states have been synthesized and evaluated in TTA based photon
upconversion.
Upon
characterization,
one
compound
(1,2-bis(10phenylanthracen-9-yl)benzene, or 1,2-DPA2 for short) displayed unexpected but
highly interesting photophysical behaviour. The 1,2-substitution gave rise to
excimer-like fluorescence at room temperature, which upon further investigation
showed a strong temperature-dependent behaviour. A kinetic model for this
system, based on Arrhenius-like behaviour for the non-radiative transitions, has
been developed and evaluated using steady-state fluorescence and time-resolved
emission spectroscopy (TRES). Our findings show that the system is well
described by a two state-model down to approximately 133K, after which a third
intermediate state is needed in order to properly describe the kinetics. For the
transition between the monomer and excimer states and non-radiative decays of
the excimer emission, activation energies of 15.4 kJ mol-1 and 3.7 kJ mol-1 are
obtained, respectively. Further studies of this series of dimers will potentially
unravel the influence of quintet states on the efficiency of TTA.
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Organic aerosol particles are omnipresent in the atmosphere, and they are
well known to influence the climate as well as human health (Hallquist et al.,
2009). In order to quantify the extent of these effects we need to understand the
key processes that determine the properties of particles, e.g. their composition and
lifetime in the atmosphere. The probability for a particle surface to trap water is a
key feature that may alter the property of the surface. In this study we focus on
uptake, desorption kinetics and dynamics of water impinging on organic surfaces
relevant to the atmosphere using the Environmental Molecular Beam (EMB)
method. The EMB method, which Johansson et al., 2017a described in detail, is
made up of a multi-chambered high-vacuum system with an enclosed reaction cell
that can be kept at elevated pressure. Volatile compounds are introduced through
leak valves into the reaction cell during measurements and condense onto a
surface substrate. A pulsed D2O molecular beam is directed onto the condensed
layer and the flux from the surface is monitored by a quadrupole mass
spectrometer. The technique yields insight into the reaction kinetics and molecular
dynamics between the impinging water and the organic surfaces.
Here we present a summary of the latest work on water interactions with
organic surfaces from EMB experiments. The organic compounds used in these
experiments, which can be seen as proxies of organic systems present in the
atmosphere, involve alcohols such as n-butanol (Johansson et al., 2019) and nhexanol (Kong et al., 2014), nopinone (Fig.2.; Johansson et al., 2017b), and
carboxylic acids like isobutyric and valeric acid. The investigations are carried
out in a temperature interval ranging from 170 to 270 K with the majority of the
focus done on conditions relevant to the colder parts of the troposphere. In
general, water molecules are efficiently thermalized on the organic surfaces after
collision. They become trapped for microseconds or less whereby they rapidly
desorb. A second more strongly bound molecular state is also observed where
molecules stay on the surface for milliseconds or longer. Supporting molecular
dynamics simulations corroborate the experimental observations.
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Lithium-ion batteries are now the most diffuse power source for portable
electronic devices and it is evident the necessity to develop the process for their
recycling, not only for the economic reasons, but also to meet the government
regulations for the sake of sustainability and safety hazards associated with
disposal of those batteries.
Aim of the project is optimization of a pyrolytic thermal pre-treatment and a
hydrometallurgical process in order to extract and recover valuable metals, as
cobalt, but also copper, aluminium and lithium from spent batteries. The car
battery cells were treated in order to separate the black mass (metal bearing
material consisted of active material and carbon) from the current collector. To
make this possible, pyrolysis was used to remove the organic binder
(polyvinylidene fluoride, PVDF): this is necessary because this polymer covers
the surface of the black mass, limiting its contact with leaching medium.
Volvo® cars lithium batteries cells were treated in nitrogen varying a set of
parameters as temperature, time of process, gas flow, etc. The samples and gas
off were characterized to determine weight loss, phase changes and changes in
composition. During this treatment the organic compound are oxidized causing
the formation of volatile species. This increases the purity of the black mass and
leads to the loss of weight of the sample with the rise of temperature and time.
The carbon present in the active material generates CO(g), a reductive agent, that
causes the reduction of metal oxides and so make easier separate and recover the
different metals through a hydrometallurgical treatment.
Because of the loss of weight, there is a general increasing of the concentration of
the elements in the sample with the rise of the temperature and time.
After pyrolysis, mechanical separation is applied to recover several components
and to pre-concentrate metal bearing material. Using a ball mill, the black mass
and graphite is easily removed from the surface of the cathode and anode foils.
With such approach, further the hydrometallurgical process can be significantly
simplify: avoiding the presence of Cu and Al. Since those components are
recovered separately, the number of steps can be reduce because they do not
interfere anymore with the extraction of Co, Mn, Ni and Li.
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Perylene is a promising candidate for triplet-triplet upconversion annihilators for
its unique energy configuration and high luminescence quantum yield.1-2
However, the energy conversion efficiency suffers great loss due to perylene
excimer formation in upconversion. We showed that molecule modification can
prevent perylene excimer formation in upconversion while reserve its high
efficiency for upconversion. Our results will bring new ideas about molecular
design of highly efficient annihilators

Figure. Emission spectra using PdOEP as sensitizer and (a) perylene or (b) 2,5,8,11-tetra-tbutylperylene as annihilator.
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Falling film is a technique where a thin liquid film is flowing down an inclined or
vertical wall in the presence of a gas layer. The thin film gives the technique
excellent heat and mass transport characteristics due to large contact area and high
heat transfer at low flow rates. Hence, falling film is used in various fields, for
instance food and pulp & paper industry. Since heat transfer is heavily influenced
by the hydrodynamics, it is important to gain detailed knowledge on the flow
characteristics as the flow progresses downwards in order to improve the overall
performance of the unit.
In this poster, heat transfer in a vertical falling film large-scale pilot unit is
investigated experimentally and numerically. We study a broad range of operating
conditions covering several fluids and flow rates respectively. We prove that
conditions relevant for an industrial unit can be simulated. We use those
simulations to gain detailed knowledge about the complex structures inside the
thin liquid film, and to understand how they affect the heat transfer.
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Numerous studies and commercial patents have emphasised how acetogenic
bacteria can ferment industrial waste gases such as syngas (a mixture of CO, CO2
and H2) into sustainable fuels and bulk/fine chemicals, with simultaneous
mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions. Other studies have suggested that
microbial electrosynthesis, i.e.; directing electrons via microbial catalysts for CO2
reduction using electrodes, can further improve the syngas fermentation process
and enhance the production of useful chemicals. Combining these two novel fields
shows a promising route towards sustainable chemical production, whilst
efficiently utilising potential excess energy from renewable sources. However,
many challenges persist, which include the experimental setup itself that requires
reproducibility, consistent methodology and possibilities for optimisation.
Previous studies have exemplified microbial electrosynthesis routes towards
chemical production using mixed bacterial cultures but conversely, syngas
fermentation has been successfully proven with anaerobic monocultures of
acetogenic bacteria. In this project, we use monocultures of acetogenic bacteria to
produce acids (e.g. acetate, lactate and butyrate), via electrochemical reduction of
CO2. The advantages of this approach include precise parameter control,
improved product specificity and optimisation of specific electron transport
systems. We have selected to work with several strains of acetogenic Clostridium
bacteria that include industrially-relevant species. The strains were selected on the
basis of rapid propagation, product output/repertoire and ease of cultivation. To
date, we have established a stable system capable of sustaining electrochemical
cultures of Clostridium scatologenes for over 40 days, using bicarbonate (that
dissolves into CO2 during the cultivation) as a sole carbon source with acetate
being the primary product. Continuing in this approach and with the objective of
improving process efficiency, we will use temperature optimisation, direct
introduction of measured CO2 gas input, and further examine more acetogenic
strains. This project will aim to outline the fundamental strategies required in
propagating electrochemically-active species of gas fermenting bacteria towards
the sustainable production of organic products
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Transcription is a fundamental biological process acting as an interface between
the DNA and the protein synthesis machinery. It is unclear however to what extent
the wide transcriptional repertoire, ranging from a just few copy numbers up to
several thousand transcripts, is encoded in the DNA nucleotide sequence and what
are the key determinants of such variation.
Analysis of over 50 000 RNA-Seq experiments from multiple model organisms
shows a trend of over twofold smaller dynamic range of RNAseq counts (TPM)
per gene across experiments versus the whole range of data. By applying deep
neural networks to these massive datasets, we show that gene expression levels
can be predicted with less than 25% error, using only DNA encoded properties of
approx. 70% genes in organisms from all kingdoms of life. Based on deciphering
the deep models, we identify a significant overrepresentation of interactions
between DNA motifs in all gene elements including promoter, untranslated
regions and terminator regulatory elements, which are crucial for transcription
regulation in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. We show that gene coding sequences
have coevolved with their flanking regulatory elements by analysis of mutation
rates in over 57% of orthologous genes from 14 yeast species.
Our newly constructed database of DNA regulatory grammar from interacting
gene elements and DNA motifs potentially represents a useful tool for protein
expression engineering, which is being tested by designing experimental
constructs. Overall, our results advance the understanding of the regulatory code
and suggest that protein coding regions with adjacent flanking elements are a
coevolved transcriptional regulatory unit yielding a mechanism by which whole
gene structures with prespecified expression patterns can be designed.
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A remaining challenge for the development of economically feasible 2nd
generation bio-ethanol is low xylose consumption rate and limited inhibitor
tolerance of the utilized Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains. Yeast produced for
lignocellulosic ethanol fermentations have to meet high, seemingly conflicting
requirements. A high biomass yield during propagation is required to produce the
high cell concentrations required for the harsh conditions in the following
fermentation, while inhibitor tolerance is essential for favorable fermentation
kinetics. We have shown that short-term adaptation of yeast cultures during
propagation improves fermentation kinetics.
With the aim of using propagation as a tool to improve lignocellulosic ethanol
production, we investigated the effect that supplementation of nutrients during the
propagation has on the fermentation performance. In addition, we coupled the
effect on nutrients to studies on short-term adaptation effect in industrial yeast
strains with the aim to optimize the xylose fermentation capacity and inhibitor
tolerance. A high throughput system was utilized to screen different nutrients and
subsequently, interesting conditions were investigated at a larger scale. We
hypothesized that supplying optimal growth conditions during propagation would
improve the short-term adaptation and therefore eliminate the requirement for
additional nutrients during fermentation. Quantifying the influence that nutrients
have on the fermentation efficiency, could inform industrial process optimization.
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With an ageing population and an increase in obesity, chronic wounds are an
increasing risk and cost factor in our society affecting nearly 2% of US’
population, costing $20 billion annually[1]. These wounds are complicated to
treat and painful to live with. Current treatment options are functional but they
lack many vital properties such as recovering the tissue to its native state and
aesthetics. With the aid of 3D bioprinting of micronized adipose tissue and
haemoglobin bioink, the term chronic can be eradicated. Adipose tissue contains
many vital cell types and can be processed into bioink with the aid of a Lipogems
kit. It will provide perfect conditions for neighbouring tissues as well as natural
healing factors such as CD31, VEGF, TGF among others. The lack of oxygen is
often the cause for improper healing of a wound[2]. By mixing haemoglobin spray
with the bioink, the wound will be provided with oxygen to promote healing. In
this study (i) human micronized fat has been processed and mixed with cellulose
bioink, implanted into mice to assess if vascularization of 3D printed adipose
construct can be induced, and (ii) a haemoglobin spray has been incorporated into
a bioink and evaluated as a delivery system of oxygen to heal chronic wounds.
a

b

Figure 1. (a) Micronized fat mixed with TNC and alginate, post implantation. (b) Haemoglobin
incorporated into TNC and alginate bioink, printed in a disc structure.
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A transition towards a biobased economy is needed to lower our dependence on
fossil resources. In such a future bioeconomy, plant biomass, or lignocellulose,
will be an important starting material for production of fuels, chemicals and
materials. The energy in lignocellulose is stored in three different carbon
polymers; cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. Hemicellulose is mainly composed
of xylan, which can comprise up to 35% of the total dry weight of plants. During
bioethanol production, xylan is converted to xylose primarily through the biomass
pretreatment step. Unfortunately, during this process also various inhibitory
compounds are formed that are detrimental for the subsequent steps of enzymatic
hydrolysis and yeast fermentation. Mild pretreatment conditions result in a
reduced inhibitory burden but also in an incomplete breakdown of the xylan
polymers. The aim of this study is to construct an industrial strain of S. cerevisiae
that can efficiently degrade and ferment xylan. This strain can be used to ferment
mildly pretreated biomass, which will have the potential to improve process
yields, productivity, cost effectiveness and hence the market competitiveness of
lignocellulosic bioethanol. To optimize the secretion of endoxylanase XYN2 from
T. reesei [1] and β-xylosidase Xyla from A. oryzae, we are currently evaluating
two alternative signal peptides, α-mating factor PCLsp [2] (a mutant of wt αmating factorsp) and SED1sp [3], plus wt α-mating factorsp as a control. All different
signal peptide/gene combinations are being evaluated with enzyme activity
assays. Multiple gene copies of the best performing combination will be then
integrated into the yeast genome using a CRISPR/Cas9-based method, which also
allows for fine-tuning of the gene copy number to achieve ideal expression levels
of the corresponding enzymes.
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We present a devised strategy to selectively derivatize and sensitively detect
catecholamines with both secondary ion ejection and laser desorption ionization
strategies, which are used in many imaging mass spectrometry (IMS)
experiments. Chemical derivatization of catecholamines was performed by a
reaction with a synthesized permanent pyridinium-cation-containing boronic acid
molecule, 4- (N-methyl)pyridinium boronic acid, through boronate ester
formation (boronic acid−diol reaction). The derivatization facilitates their
sensitive detection with ToF-SIMS and LDI-ToF mass spectrometric techniques.
4-(N-Methyl)pyridinium boronic acid worked as a reactive matrix for
catecholamines with LDI and improved the sensitivity of detection for both SIMS
and LDI, while the isotopic abundances of the boron atom reflect a unique isotopic
pattern for derivatized catecholamines in MS analysis. Finally, the devised
strategy was applied, as a proof of concept, for on-tissue chemical derivatization
and GCIBToF-SIMS (down to 3 μm per pixel spatial resolution) and LDI-ToF
mass spectrometry imaging of dopamine, epinephrine, and norepinephrine in
porcine adrenal gland tissue sections.
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Efficient utilisation of mixed sugars in lignocellulosic biomass is crucial for the
cost-effective production of chemicals and fuels and the realisation of a bio-based
economy. The widely used industrial host Saccharomyces cerevisiae natively
lacks the ability to ferment non-hexose sugars. Genetically engineered S.
cerevisiae can ferment glucose and xylose, but in a sequential manner with low
efficiency and longer fermentation times due to its preferential uptake of glucose
over non-glucose sugars1. This preferential uptake of glucose that delays the
uptake of non-glucose sugars is a big obstacle in achieving efficient and costeffective co-fermentation of mixed sugars. Recent studies demonstrated that
intracellular hydrolysis of cellobiose is an option to counteract the effect of
glucose selectivity by an engineered S. cerevisiae expressing a cellobiose
transporter and an intracellular beta-glucosidase2. Moreover, this enables the cofermentation of cellobiose and other non-glucose sugars. In this study, we aim to
engineer an industrial xylose-fermenting strain of S. cerevisiae, to also ferment
cellobiose. Our genome editing approach involves the advanced genome editing
tool CRISPR-Cas9 for marker-free multi-copy gene integration in the yeast
genome. The cellobiose uptake and intracellular hydrolysis will be optimized by
creating a library of transformants with a range of different gene copy numbers,
followed by a competitive cultivation scheme to isolate clones with high and finetuned levels of gene expression. (This study is supported by the research grants
from Formas and ÅForsk to Cecilia Geijer).
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There is a rising consumption of vegetable oils in the world, from roughly 75
million tons/year in 1990 to roughly 220 million tons/year in 2015 (Goh 2016).
However, there is also increasing conflict with changes in land-usage associated
with growth of the oil-seed crops, e.g. the palm oil plantations, which supply
roughly 25% of all vegetable oil, have been associated with environmental issues
related to degradation of rain-forest (Goh 2016).
By using the oleaginous yeast Yarrowia lipolytica we aim to produce food oil
equivalents. In a first step we genetically engineered the yeast to accumulate a
higher lipid content. Afterwards, by further metabolic engineering we will try to
mimic the lipid composition of different food oils such as palm oil or cocoa butter.
Additionally, we are trying to use alternative carbon sources, such as
lignocellulose, for the cultivation. This way, the demand for food oil could be
covered in a more sustainable way.
References.
Goh, C. S. 2016. 'Can We Get Rid of Palm Oil?', Trends in biotechnology, 34: 948-50.
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Diabetes is a chronic and lethal disease, affecting 425 million people worldwide.
The number of diabetics is expected to increase to 629 million within the year of
2045. In 2017, the number of deaths due to diabetes was estimated to be 4 million
people. Diabetes does not only affect the patients and their relatives, it is also an
extremely expensive disease that affects the world’s economy. In 2017, diabetes
treatments stood for 12% of the global health expenditure, totaling $727 billion1
2
. In this project, the goal is to successfully design a vascularized device,
containing human pancreatic islets and adipose derived stem cells for
implantation. The purpose of the device is to deliver insulin and thus minimize
the adverse effects of the disease, on a personal, social and economic level. The
designed device will be 3D bioprinted with various bioinks where the design
parameters will include vascularization pattern and cell location. With this
research, we aim to biofabricate a robust device that will produce insulin, without
being rejected by the body. We aim to do this with the use of bioprinting.

Figure. CAD model of the device

Figure. Printed device

References.
Reference 1. International Diabetes Federation. (2017). DF diabetes atlas - 8th edition. key messages.
Retrived from http://www.diabetesatlas.org/key-messages.html
Reference 2. World Health Organization (2018, October 30.) Diabetes. Retrieved from
https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/diabetes
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The global energy production is moving away from fossil fuels, towards a more
sustainable energy production, which includes second generation bio-based fuels
that can be produced from lignocellulosic material. Prior to biofuel production
through microbial fermentation, this plant-based raw material must be pre-treated,
a process in which a variety of toxic inhibitors are released. Weak acids, furans
and phenolic are compounds that are toxic for the producing cells and lead to
suboptimal yield and productivity obtained during fermentation.
In our project, we set out to enhance the tolerance of an industrial, polyploid yeast
towards inhibitors found in lignocellulosic hydrolysates. We used the
CRISPR/Cas9 and CRISPR interference (CRISPRi) technologies to modulate the
expression of selected tolerance related genes for the first time in an industrial
yeast strain. CRISPR/Cas9 is a cutting-edge genome editing technology that
allows one to cut and modify a target DNA sequence. Moreover, Cas9 has been
further engineered not to cut DNA but still find a specific sequence by the guide
RNA. When this dead Cas9 (dCas9) protein is fused to another protein with
repressing or activating function, genes close to where dCas9 binds are turned off
or on, respectively.
In this study, we used four different dCas9 variants-, two for activation; dCas9Vp64 and dCas9-VPR and two for repression; dCas9 and dCas9-Mxi1, which
target genes that would improve the tolerance of the strain. A high-throughput
(HT) transformation strategy was developed in order to obtain up to 96
transformants can be in a single experiment. To check changes in the tolerance,
the obtained clones were grown in the presence of inhibitors using a HT screening
platform while the changes in gene expression were verified through qPCR. As
positive controls, strains where the promoters of the target genes were replaced
with the strong Tef2 promoter or where the target ORF was disrupted were created
using the CRISPR/Cas9 technology. Finally, after selecting the best targets, more
permanent changes such as the insertion of multiple gene copies or
weakening/strengthening the expression of multiple genes can be made in the
industrial host. Development of highly tolerant industrial yeast strains could lead
to more efficient biofuel production processes for a faster transition to a bio-based
economy.
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When moving towards a biobased economy, where fuels, chemicals and materials
are produced from biomass, the substrate is more challenging for the
microorganism than traditionally used fermentation raw materials. In
lignocellulosic biomass-based media, weak organic acids such as formic, acetic
or lactic acid are known inhibitors of microbial growth and fermentation as they
interfere with cell metabolism and viability. This interference is exemplified by
activation of cell death, reduction of intracellular pH and accumulation of anions.
Acetic acid released from biomass during pre-treatment and hydrolysis of
lignocellulose-based fermentation media highly impacts process feasibility as it
typically reaches concentrations of 5-10 g/l. It is therefore highly desirable to
obtain a strain with increased capacity of coping with high acetic acid
concentrations in the fermentation medium.
We demonstrated that membrane physico-chemical properties are imperative
determinants of yeast tolerance to acetic acid [1] and that membrane composition
is a crucial factor for acetic acid uptake [2]. Our current research aims to modulate
the composition of Saccharomyces cerevisiae membrane towards physicochemical properties that reduce acetic acid membrane diffusion, which, in the
presented work are increased membrane thickness and rigidity. The strategy is
guided by molecular dynamics simulations and is achieved by overexpression of
foreign fatty acid elongases and glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferases that
preferentially use longer chain fatty acids. In our contribution we will present our
latest membrane engineering results and discuss membrane engineering as a vital
strategy to obtain key properties in industrial microorganisms.
References.
[1] Lindberg, L., et al. (2013) Lipidomic Profiling of Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Zygosaccharomyces
bailii Reveals Critical Changes in Lipid Composition in Response to Acetic Acid Stress. PLoS ONE 8(9):
e73936.
[2] Lindahl, L., et al. (2016) Sphingolipids contribute to acetic acid resistance in Zygosaccharomyces
bailii. Biotechnol. Bioeng. 113(4):744-753.
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Critical skin wounds are a major cost for the health sector and lead to immense
suffering for the patients[1]. One way to facilitate healing of these wounds is
through autologous adipose tissue transplants[2]. However, the implanted tissue
needs to be vascularized or it will suffer from necrosis. To combat this, stromal
vascular fraction (SVF) which is isolated from fat, can be utilized. It has been
shown to promote both vascularization and the wound healing process. In this
project a method which combines SVF and adipose tissue with 3D Bioprinting to
create thick fat grafts for in situ vascularization was evaluated. Lipoaspirate was
taken with consent from patients undergoing plastic surgery, SVF and micronized
fat were isolated with a MiniStem (JoinTechLabs, USA) and a Lipogems
(Lipogems international SpA, Italy) device respectively. Two protocols were run:
(i) fat was fractured and collected in the Lipogems device (ii) fat was
enzymatically treated with collagenase in the MiniStem. After the enzymatic
treatment the SVF was collected and analysed with FACS. Both fractions were
mixed with a hydrogel composed of nanocellulose and alginate. The fat ink was
printed as a gridded network and the cavities were filled with SVF ink. The
finished prints were implanted into nude mice to assess the growth of blood vessel
within and around the implanted construct.

Figure. a) FACS data for SVF isolated with MiniStem b) the MiniStem during isolation of SVF
c) treatment of lipoaspirate with the Lipogems device d) printed construct just before implantation.

References.
[1] Pazyar, N., et al. Skin Pharmacology and Physiology, 2014.
[2] Oberbauer, E., et al. Cell regeneration (London, England), 2015. 4: p. 7-7.
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Global issues such as climate change, exploitation and waste of resources raise
the need for solutions for a more sustainable future. Fossil based chemicals, fuels
and energy should be replaced with more ecological alternatives. Lignocellulose
biomass is one of the most abundant raw material on earth, which make it easy to
use it for such purposes. However, research involved in transforming this resource
into desired products still has issues linked to achieving high yields and
productivity. One of those problems is the presence of inhibitory compounds
produced during the lignocellulosic biomass pre-treatments, which contribute to
reduce the fermentation performances. Inhibitors such acetic acid can, in fact,
penetrate inside of yeast cells and alter their metabolism. Studies in this field
showed that the yeast membrane composition and especially its sphingolipids
content could be a key point to overcome the inhibitor stress.
The aim of this project was to investigate how the membrane sphingolipids are
involved in acetic acid tolerance in the yeast strain Zygosaccharomyces bailii in
order to have insights on how to modify Saccharomyces cerevisiae cell
membrane. The study was performed through gene expression analysis via RNA
extraction and qPCR. The experiments showed that genes involved in the
biosynthesis of sphingolipids (NVJ2, SAC1, AUR1, LRO1, DGA1, KEI1) are
overexpressed while the cells are exposed to acetic acid, suggesting that in those
conditions the sphingolipids pathway is highly active. These findings will be used
in further experiment to modify the cell membrane of S. cerevisiae.
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Copper ions (Cu) play a key role in regulation of cell growth and many enzymes
that are essential in humans with the need of Cu as a cofactor. Antioxidant protein
1 (Atox1) is a human Cu chaperone that plays a fundamental role in human
Cu homeostasis as it transports Cu in the cytoplasm, from the plasma membrane
to Cu transporting ATPases ATP7A and ATP7B located in the Golgi apparatus
[1]. Cu levels are often higher in cancer tissue as compared to normal tissue. New
data show that Atox1 also appears to play a role in cancer cell migration [2]. To
investigate the putative role of Atox1 in cancer cell invasion (which involves cell
migration), C. elegans was selected as a model organism in which this can be
specifically studied. In C. elegans, cuc-1 expresses a protein CUC-1 that
corresponds to human Atox1 and it has been reported to function as a Cu
chaperone also in worms. By CRISPR-Cas9 technology, the cuc-1 gene was
successfully knocked out in C. elegans and we found that the resulting worms
survive. A basement membrane GFP reporter and an anchor cell mCherry reporter
were crossed into the cuc-1 knocked out C. elegans. This setup allows for
fluorescence microscopy studies of invasion in worms with and without CUC-1
protein. Various phenotypes, such as distal tip cell migration and anchor cell
invasion, are in progress to be analyzed and the results will be presented on the
poster along with additional findings.
References.
[1] Bertini, Ivano, et al. Biological inorganic chemistry: structure and reactivity. University Science Books,
2007.
[2] Blockhuys, Stéphanie, and Pernilla Wittung-Stafshede. "Copper chaperone Atox1 plays role in breast
cancer cell migration." Biochemical and biophysical research communications 483.1 (2017): 301-304.
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Medium-chain fatty acids (6-12 carbons) are important industrial chemicals used
to produce a range of commercial molecules, which serve as oleochemicals for
coatings, plasticizers, soaps, detergents, lubricants and flavors, or transportation
fuels alternative to current gasoline and jet fuels. Rewiring microbial cell
metabolism via using metabolic engineering and synthetic biology tools would
provide a sustainable way to economically and steadily produce these kinds of
molecules from lignocellulosic biomass based raw materials. And the yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae is selected as the microbial cell factory for these
products based on some superior features, such as easily accessible genetic
manipulation tools, well-characterized cellular genetic, metabolic and regulatory
processes, simple culture media, and inexpensive industrialization via using the
existing infrastructures of bioethanol. In this presentation, I will first introduce a
novel protein engineering approach used to modify the fungal type I fatty acid
synthases for fatty acid chain length control, and then some strategies for the
improvement of cellular fitness against toxic medium-chain fatty acids, as well as
optimization of the downstream fatty acid processing pathways for the production
of medium-chain alkanes, 1-alkenes, fatty alcohols and esters.
References.
Zhu, Z., Zhou, Y. J., Krivoruchko, A., Grininger, M., Zhao, Z. K., & Nielsen, J. (2017). Expanding the
product portfolio of fungal type I fatty acid synthases. Nature Chemical Biology, 13(4), 360-362.
Zhu, Z., Zhou, Y. J., Kang, M.-K., Krivoruchko, A., Buijs, N. A., & Nielsen, J. (2017). Enabling the
synthesis of medium chain alkanes and 1-alkenes in yeast. Metabolic Engineering, 44, 81-88.
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Second generation bioethanol using lignocellulosic biomass as raw material is a
promising alternative to bioethanol produced from sugar-based feedstocks. In
addition to sugars, lignocellulosic hydrolysates also contain inhibitors that impair
microbial growth. One way to tackle the low productivities is to develop new
strains with increased tolerance towards inhibitors.
Over the past few years, different CRISPR technologies have been developed to
accelerate the construction of new strains. The CRISPR interference (CRISPRi)
technology utilizes a catalytically inactive Cas9 (dCas9) to modulate the
expression of genes targeted by a sgRNA, allowing the alteration of essential
genes and the manipulation of multiple traits without altering the target sequence.
In the present work, our goal was to use CRISPRi to improve the inhibitor
tolerance of a polyploid industrial yeast strain. As a proof of concept, the
expression of a gene encoding a fluorescent protein was modulated using dCas9
with different activation or repression domains. Changes in fluorescence were
measured by flow cytometry and changes in expression were verified by qPCR,
validating the use of CRISPRi for alteration of gene expression in an industrial
yeast strain.
Subsequently, several genes previously identified to be involved in inhibitor
tolerance were selected as targets for CRISPRi. The performance of the novel
strains during growth in the presence of different inhibitors was analysed in a
high-throughput platform, leading to identification of strains where the altered
gene expression led to improved tolerance.
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The invention of multiphoton microscopy (MPM) by Denk et al in 1990 was a
breakthrough in the field of biomedical imaging 1. One of MPM's strengths lies in
imaging as well as studying molecular interactions. The objective of this work is
to show how an experimental MPM set-up can be optimized by quantifying the
dispersion of laser pulses. The optimized MPM setup is used for studying the
effect of pulse width compensation on quantitative techniques such as
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) and fluorescence life time imaging
(FLIM).
MPM experimental set up contains a fs-pulsed (~80 fs) commercial Ti:Sa laser
(Tsunami, Spectra physics). Pulse width measurement and dispersion
compensation is done by using Carpe autocorrelator and a femtocontrol unit
(APE, Berlin, Germany). The carpe autocorrelator is used to measure pulse width
at laser output as well as at the sample stage. The femtocontrol unit containing a
prism pair is used to compensate the pulse dispersion in the optical path between
laser and the microscope part. This set up is suited for imaging purpose as well as
quantitative measurements as it is equipped two GaAsP detectors which are
interfaced to a time correlated single photon counting module and makes it
suitable for performing FLIM as well as FCS.
In this paper, the effect of pulse width compression on FLIM measurements will
be presented comparing data for the relationship between photon intensity on life
time images and pulse width. The first goal is to use the optimized experimental
MPM system to investigate the diffusion of nanoparticles inside complex
biological systems like biofilms, as well as implement FLIM in biological tissues
and samples such as 3D skin models and lymph nodes.
References.
1.
Denk, W.; Strickler, J. H.; Webb, '' Two-Photon Laser Scanning Fluorescence Microscopy'', W. W. Science (New
York, N.Y.) 1990, 248, 73.
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In human cells, the Cu uptake is mediated by high-affinity copper uptake protein
(Ctr1), followed by cytoplasmic chaperone Atox1 (Antioxidant protein 1) that
shuttles Cu from the plasma membrane to Wilson disease protein ATP7B, a
membrane-bound protein located at the Golgi apparatus. ATP7B incorporates Cu
to various Cu-dependent enzymes in the secretory pathway. Genetic defects in
ATP7B can lead to a dysfunctional protein resulting in Wilson disease (WD).
ATP7B is a large multi-domain membrane-bound protein that belongs to the
family of P1B type ATPases. In contrast to its bacterial (CopA) or yeast (Ccc2)
counterparts which have one or two metal binding domains (MBD) respectively,
the human ATP7B has six cytosolic MBDs in the N-terminal region [1]. The
MBDs are thought to be the initial receivers of Cu from the Cu chaperone Atox1.
Most WD mutations are observed in the transmembrane region of ATP7B, but
many are also found in the MBDs. Two-third of disease-causing mutations
identified in MBDs are clustered in MBD5 and MBD6, which are positioned
closest to the membrane part of ATP7B. In our previous research, we developed
a yeast system in which functional Cu transport is assessed via growth on ironlimiting media that requires adequate Cu transport. The system probes shuttling
of Cu via human Atox1 to ATP7B proteins when expressed in a yeast humanized
model. Using this system, the roles of six metal binding domains [2] and Cu
binding sites in the luminal loop of ATP7B were unravelled. With this yeast
system in place, we currently investigate the effects of disease-causing mutation
(R616W, L492S, G626A, A604P) positioned in MBD5 and MBD6 on ATP7B
properties. The functional work in yeast is complemented with in vitro biophysics
on purified proteins and in silico molecular dynamics simulations. In addition, for
further understanding, intra ATP7B domain-domain interactions are examined
upon introducing truncations/Cu-site mutations in the MBDs of ATP7B along
with substitutions or mutations of Atox1. The recent findings show that an MBD
expressed as a single-domain cytosolic protein can replace Atox1 and transfer the
metal to ATP7B.
References.
1.
2.
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Detailed characterization of biological nanoparticles is challenging because of
their small size and their intrinsically heterogeneous nature1. Moreover, biological
samples are typically relatively diluted and can often only be obtained in small
volumes. To address these issues, we have developed a nanofluidic device2 single
particle fluorescence-based counting and detection of nano-sized objects. We
demonstrate that the device is capable of providing three major types of
information: (1) 3-colour fluorescence intensity of individual particles, (2)
colocalization of the different color channels to unravel subpopulations in
heterogenous biological mixtures, and (3) particle size, based on their diffusion.
The applicability of this device is demonstrated using a wide range of samples,
from synthetic beads to extracellular vesicles.

Figure. (a) Schematic representation of the nanofluidic device consisting of parallel nanochannels with
a square profile of 300 nm connected by two microchannels. The microchannels are used for sample
injection; the vesicles are observed by recording time lapse movies while the sample is passing through
the nanochannels. (b) Fluorescent-based size determination of exosomes eGFP-tagged inside the
nanofluidic device.

References.
1
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R. Friedrich et al (2017) Lab Chip 17:830-841.
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Mesoporous silica particles serve as promising solid supports for enzymes.[1] Its
porous structure enables the co-localization of several enzymes from a cascade
reaction in a very short distance if sitting in the same pore. Enhanced enzymatic
activity on the CO2 reduction was observed in our previous work, probably due
to substrate channeling by direct substrate transporting among the enzymes.[2]
Still, physical confinement of the enzyme may cause activity loss, undesired
three-dimensional conformation, and mass transfer limitations. Understanding of
the conjugated system becomes thus crucial to overcome these technical barriers
for the industrial applicability of the catalyst.
Fluorescence spectroscopy is a powerful tool to gain insight into the support–
enzyme interaction. In this work, its sensitivity to the local environment of the
probe is being used to measure real-time kinetics on the immobilization of Cy3labeled lipase into SBA-15 particles. The complexity of the modeling system lies
on quantum yield variation when the probe is inside the pores, dye self-quenching,
bleaching, and light scattering from the particles. Fluorescence-based confocal
microscopy is currently ongoing to elucidate the immobilization mechanism,
distinguishing the preferred binding sites for the enzyme, and the spatial
distribution of the enzyme molecules inside the particle (Figure). The distribution
will affect the transport behavior of substrate/product as well as the reaction
kinetics.[3]

Figure. Spatial distribution of Cy5-labeled lipase in Alexa532-SBA-15 particles imaged by confocal
microscopy. Emission detection of (A) Cy5, (B) Alexa532. (C) Dual-colored imaging. Scale bar: 10 µm.
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With the recent advances in the field of synthetic biology, engineering the
metabolism of microorganisms is now simpler and faster than ever before. Despite
the rapid progress, examples for introducing multi-step metabolic pathways in a
heterologous host are rather sparse. In this project we present one such example,
by integrating the genes of the abscisic acid (ABA) biosynthetic pathway from
Botrytis cinerea into the genome of Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
The sesquiterpenoid ABA is a signalling molecule first discovered in plants and
extensively studied since the 1960s. It plays a pivotal role in abiotic stress
resistance in higher plants but is also involved in regulating seed dormancy and
fruit ripening. More recently it was discovered that ABA also plays a role in
human metabolism and could potentially be used as a pharmakon for regulating
the immune response or to enhance the secretion of insulin.
Since the biosynthetic pathway of ABA in B. cinerea is not completely elucidated
yet, we investigated the effects of some of the ABA pathway genes in more detail.
Our results show that four genes are sufficient to produce ABA in S. cerevisiae
and we could confirm one of two contradicting studies about the number of
essential genes in the ABA pathway.
To spot targets for future strain improvements we analysed the impact of different
strain backgrounds with varying precursor and co-factor supply. The proof-ofconcept strain was further characterised by monitoring ABA production in
different growth phases.
This study represents the first step towards a heterologous ABA cell factory for
the affordable and sustainable supply of this sesquiterpenoid with applications in
agriculture and medicine.
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Petroleum is a convenient yet problematic resource for producing consumer
products such as plastics, polyesters, and nylons. Predictions have shown that
global petroleum supply will decrease within decades and subsequently increased
scarcity will raise the price.1 Petroleum extraction and transport have been
environmentally problematic and its use is contributing to climate change. It is
urgently crucial to develop technologies in order to utilize alternative resources.
One abundant and underutilized resource is biomass.2 There lies a great potential
in biomass utilization since it can be converted into simple sugars for feeding
microbes. Microbes can be genetically modified to produce the same compounds
traditionally produced from petroleum.3 In this study, we target a nylon precursor,
adipic acid, to be produced by an engineered bacterial species. Adipic acid is a
widely used compound with global annual production of nearly 3 million tonnes
and has the market value of 6 billion USD.4 We introduced a synthetic
biochemical pathway into the bacterium for endowing adipic acid producing
capability. We demonstrated that adipic acid can be produced from simple sugar,
glucose, as the raw material by a bacterium which is not capable of producing
adipic acid naturally. We confirmed the bio-based production of adipic acid by
using HPLC, LC-MS, and GC-MS. The results shown here will be the basis of
technology development for more efficient microbial adipic acid production.

References.
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Vascularization is key for the survival of the cells. The vascular networks vary for
the different types of tissues and organs; organs such as the kidney, the pancreas
or the liver are extremely vascularized, while cartilage tissue does not require
vascularization [1]. The aim of this project is to design and 3D bioprint a
biomimetic pancreas which intents to deliver Langerhans islets to produce insulin
in order to cure type 1 diabetes [2]. The current methods of islet delivery are not
efficient, therefore this project focuses on the design of an implantable device
where the central part is a vascular tree. The first step in the design of the vascular
tree is to mimic the organs (such as pancreas) and to study the vascularization of
set organ together with the placement of the Langerhans islets. Currently we are
evaluating 3D bioprinting tools to create a perfusable vascular tree. The fluidmechanical aspects of the flow in the tree will be studied since it is crucial for the
transport of oxygen and nutrients, insulin and glucose exchange, and thus the
functionality of the device.
a)

b)

c)

Figure. (a) Model and (b) 3D biporinting of the Langerhans islet containing device. (c) 3D Bioprinted
perfusable vascular loop in Kiwi-AIRBUS bioreactor.
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A clear picture of the proteome is crucial for studying cellular behaviour. Given
the size of proteomes, one desires high-throughput methods to ascertain sample
contents. Liquid chromatography-coupled mass spectrometry (LC-MS) is the
technology of choice for this and there are many regimes in which the machines
can be run, aiming either for precision with low protein counts, or high protein
counts with low precision. SWATH-MS [1] has emerged as an attractive
technique that combines the best of both worlds, yielding accurate and
reproducible quantification of a large number of proteins. The data generated are
however highly convolved, a great burden on computational analysis. Most
existing methods ignore a large amount of produced data, since they only search
for spectra present in libraries generated from prior shotgun scans.
Here we present a tensor-based factor analysis framework that retrieves pure
peptide spectra, elution profiles, and relative abundances across samples, for
virtually all of the sample constituents, using data alone, with no prior spectral
information. The resulting pure spectra are matched to peptides with standard
software pipelines (Crux [2], TPP [3]). The bottom-up quantification using the
three retrieved factors has high precision. Furthermore, the method is of great
value to de novo peptide sequencing methods, since it yields pure spectra for all
peptides in the samples. This is particularly useful for less studied organisms, with
incomplete protein sequence databases. To exploit this advantage, we are
employing Deep Learning-based sequencing methods on retrieved pure spectra.
The approach was tested on multiple datasets from Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
Escherichia coli and human SWATH runs, including the LFQbench benchmark
[4]. We annotated the majority of deconvolved spectra and found over 10%
unique proteins compared to established approaches and achieved low technical
signal variation (median CV% <10%) for most quantified peptides.
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Multi-drug resistant bacteria have become a major threat to health worldwide. In
2014, the World Health Organization (WHO) classified antibiotic resistance as
one of the major threats to human health. The resistance is frequently transmitted
via mobile genetic elements, such as plasmids. Therefore, it becomes essential to
develop a fast method to rapidly detect and characterize plasmids and (resistance)
genes. The advantage of the optical DNA mapping technique used here is that it
directly profiles intact plasmids that are commonly 50 to 300 kbp in size.
We developed a multiplexed nanofluidic device that can analyze 10 plasmid
samples in parallel and automatically using optical DNA mapping. The plasmid
size distributions, the optical DNA map and the location of specific resistance
genes are obtained simultaneously. More than 2000 DNA molecules can be
collected within 2 hr. We demonstrate several different ways of using the assay,
including several of the most important resistance genes.

Figure. Plasmid samples were analyzed with multiplexing chips on microscope. Distribution of DNA
extension and intensity were obtained. Further analysis of Fluorescent DNA profile revealed plasmid
identity and specified genes.
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Efficient biochemical conversion of renewable carbon sources is crucial for the
transition into an entirely renewable energy system and a resource-efficient
society. However, the substitution of fossil based chemicals with renewable
biochemicals requires the production to be significantly more efficient and price
competitive. Remediation of several technical bottlenecks is needed before this
can be accomplished. Production of second-generation biochemicals (made from
lignocellulosic biomass) is challenging due to presence of inhibitors in
lignocellulosic hydrolysates. Weak acids, furans and phenolic compounds that are
formed or released during hydrolysis of biomass are toxic for the producing cells
and leads to suboptimal yield and productivity obtained during fermentation. In
this project, we are trying to fine tune the expression of stress related genes to
boost the stress tolerance in Saccharomyces cerevisiae using the CRISPR
interference (CRISPRi) technology. CRISPRi is a genetic perturbation technique
that allows sequence-specific repression or activation of gene expression,
achieved by a catalytically inactive Cas9 protein fused to a repressor or activator,
which can be targeted to any genetic loci using a sgRNA. Using a high-throughput
yeast transformation method developed in our laboratory, we are generating a
CRISPRi strain library. Each strain in this library has altered regulation for atleast one stress related gene. Next, high-throughput phenotypic evaluation of this
library is performed by growing the strains under the exposure of inhibitors
relevant to lignocellulosic hydrolysates. Here, we will demonstrate our primary
CRISPRi library data. Further, we will explain the high-throughput
methodologies for generating the CRISPRi mutants and to study their hydrolysate
tolerance, adaptation and ethanol production capacity at microscale. In future, we
will perform transcriptomics analysis of the most tolerant mutants to link superior
phenotypes to the transcriptomic landscape. Subsequently, this novel information
will be used as a resource to accelerate the design-build-test-learn cycle used for
developing industrial yeast strains for efficient conversion of lignocellulosic
hydrolysate.
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Copper ions modulate the aggregation kinetics of the Alzheimer’s
disease peptide Aβ-42 in a redox dependent manner
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Background: Aggregation of Aβ into amyloid fibrils that form extracellular
senile plaques, is the major pathological hallmark of Alzheimer’s disease (AD)1.
Presence of redox-active copper ions in the senile plaques of AD patients suggest
a role of copper in AD pathology2. Metabolites level studies of AD patients’ brain
shows deficient level of copper3. Despite this crucial role in AD, the effect of
copper on Ab fibril formation is disputed.
Result and discussion: We find that Cu2+ has inhibitory effect on the
aggregation kinetic of Aβ-42, whereas Cu1+ has an accelerating effect (Fig. 1).
Mathematical modelling suggests that Cu2+ inhibit aggregation of Ab-42
predominantly by decreasing the rate of primary nucleation as well as monomer
dependent secondary nucleation. This effect possibly caused by strong binding
site of Ab-42 for Cu2+ at three histidine (H6, H13 and H14) and one tyrosine
(Y10)4.
.
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Enzymes that catalyze chemical reactions at high temperatures are used for
industrial biocatalysis, applications in molecular biology, and as highly evolvable
starting points for protein engineering. The optimal growth temperature (OGT) of
organisms is commonly used to estimate the stability of enzymes encoded in their
genomes, but the number of experimentally determined OGT values are limited,
particularly for thermophilic organisms. Here, we report on the development of a
machine learning model that can accurately predict OGT for bacteria, archaea and
microbial eukaryotes directly from their proteome-wide 2-mer amino acid
composition. The trained model is made freely available for re-use. In a
subsequent step we OGT data in combination with amino acid composition of
individual enzymes to develop a second machine learning model – for prediction
of enzyme catalytic temperature optima (Topt). The resulting model generates
enzyme Topt estimates that are far superior to using OGT alone. Finally, we predict
Topt for 6.5 million enzymes, covering 4,447 enzyme classes, and make the
resulting
dataset
available
for
researchers
(https://github.com/EngqvistLab/Tome). This work enables simple and rapid
identification of enzymes that are potentially functional at extreme temperatures.
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K & Bio PhD student council
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When can I hold my halfway/licenciate seminar? How much do I have to teach?
How many ECTS credits do I have to take?
The K & Bio PhD student council is your voice at the K and Bio departments.
- We represent you in department- and Chalmers-wide councils to improve
the quality of your PhD education and address common PhD problems (e.g.
teaching duties)
- We organize social events for PhD students
- We address your questions regarding PhD regulations and consult you
Our main achievements in 2018/19:
Bio

Reduced requirements to allow for timely halfway seminar (1 paper
under review as first author and 1 paper at minimum as manuscript as
any author)

K

Monitoring of teaching load and voicing the student’s perspective in
the process of reorganising the teaching

Figure. Your representatives in K & Bio PhD student council 2019/2019
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